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ou are holding a new an vastly

national publications like U.S. News &

the university to expand to 15,000 students

improved James Madison Uni-

within the next five or six years. The

When we asked alumni and friends of

World Report, Money magazine and others.
We value your input concerning
Montpelier. Let us know what should be

not increase our emollment dramatically

versity magazine, Montpelier.

on the availability of resources. We will

the university what they wanted from

in the magazine and what should not be

JMU, the response was clear: a high

included. After you have read this issue,

unless there are concomitant increases in

quality magazine.

let us know what you think by filling out

our faculty; staff and physical facilities.

There's more news than ever to report
to you because of JMU's increasing

4

actual speed of this expansion will depend

the survey on Page 9 and mailing it back

Most of the growth will take place on
our new College of Integrated Science

to the Montpelier office.

and Technology campus which is taking

emollment, the ever-rising quality of the

To keep you posted about JMU

university and the change and innovation

between issues of Montpelier, there is a

shape on the east side of Interstate 81 from
the original campus. The first new aca-

that are so much a part of JMU's charac-

quarterly newsletter called ]MU Dividends,

ter. As JMU grows, it continues to change,
and a regular magazine becomes even

which is for active alumni and donors.

demic building for CISLIT will open in 1997,

]MU Dividends focuses on alumni news

and we ultimately plan more than $200

more important to keep everyone up-to-

and the impact charitable gifts make at

million in academic, residential and sup-

date on the state of the university.

JMU. The Duke Club Newsletter is produced for donors to the athletic program,

port facilities on the east campus ofJMU.

You will receive Montpelier quarterly
and read about the faculty, students and

and there are many college and depart-

growth at JMU, all of us in the university

alumni who make JMU so diverse and

mental newsletters.

community have recommitted ourselves

As we embark on a new period of

exciting. News, feature stories and class

You can reach JMU electronically by

to making certain that an increased emoll-

notes will help show why JMU is again
and again cited as one
of America's

visiting the university's home page on the

ment does not change the very special

Internet. The address for JMU's home

character of James Madison University.

finest universities by

page

is

<http://wwwJmu.edu/>.

departments at JMU -

Many

including the

Office of Alumni Relations -

JMU has a distinctive closeness
among its students, faculty and staff that

also have

is found at few institutions of higher

their own home pages that can be

learning. The ''.)MU Way'' means a special

reached through JMU's home page.

relationship among all members of the

The 1996-97 academic year at JMU
has thus far been an excellent one. We

JMU family; a camaraderie that may be
unique on a campus this size.

began the year with a record emollment

I have seen the emollment at James

of just under 13,000. As you know, growth
and success have always been synonymous

Madison University increase from 4,000
to 13,000, but I quite honestly can say that
the close relationship on campus - the

at JMU. Our university expanded rapidly
in the 1970s and 1980s and then moved
into a period in the 1990s of slower,
but steady; increases in enrollment.
A major increase in the
number of college-bound
students is expected in the

"JMU Way'' - has not changed in all
those years. We still count students by
ones at JMU and we will never lose track
of the importance of the very special
characteristics that created the university
that means so much to us all.

next few years in Virginia, and JMU has
committed itself
to help meet this
increased demand.
Current plans call for

Ronald E. Carrier
President

..... "

its curved comers, provides
space for indoor soccer,
hockey; badminton and
other intrarnurals. For martial arts and other specialty
classes, the multipurpose
room has floating wood
floors, a mirrored wall and a
padded wall.
The Main Gym can be
divided into quadrants by a

New Recreation
Center Offers
State-of-the-Art
Health. Fitness
and Adventure
JMU celebrated the
grand opening last fall of
its new $r8.2 million, threelevel, r 40,000-square-foot
University Recreation Center. The recreation center
brings together intramural
sports, aerobics, aquatics,
sport clubs, open recreation
and outdoor adventure into
one building located across
Interstate Sr from the original campus.

"This building is not
about spectating events, it's
about personal health and
fitness for the JMU community," says Eric Nickel, director of university recreation
and associate director of
health and recreation
The center provides the
JMU community with stateof-.the-art equipment and
offers resources for new and
innovative learning opportunities in recreational sports.
The recreation center,
financed through revenue
bonds, provides for JMU's
growing student population
with expanded activity areas
and equipment. It is the first
building constructed primarily for recreational use
since Godwin Hall opened
in r972 and JMU's enrollment was 5,500.
Inside the glass atrium at
center court, visitors have a
360-degree view of the new
facilities. Glass walls make
workout choices easy: The
lower-level fitness room is

mesh curtain system and
offers four basketball courts
and volleyball courts.
On the third floor is
a three-lane, one-tenth-mile
suspended indoor track An
exit leads to an upper Astroturf field for sport clubs and

outfitted with free weights,
dumbbells and strength
machinery: This room alone
surpasses the current occupancy of the Godwin Wellness Center.
Also on the first floor
is an rr-lane pool for laps
and water aerobics, a sauna,
jacuzzi and eight racquetball courts with glass walls.
An aerobics studio features
front and rear mirrored
walls and floating hardwood
maple floors to cushion the
impact from workouts.
The second-floor fitness
room offers a more individualized workout. The room
boasts a selection of new
cardio-fitness equipment like
climbers, step machines,
stationary bikes and more.
On the main floor the
Multi Activity Center, with

intramural sports. Adjacent to
the courts and field are recreation student leader offices.
Also outside is a sand
volleyball court, lounge area
and barbecue pit. And to
complete the picture, a
center for outdoor adventure coordinates trips, tours
and classes and lends hiking and camping equipment, canoes, cooking kits
and more so that students
can extend their recreation
beyond campus.
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says, will be able to assist
specialists to reach out to
rural areas through longdistance diagnostics. Telemedicine also will be a
helpful tool in the training
and education of medical
professionals in the field,
she says. The fourth and
final GfE telecommunica-
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GTE Lecture
Series Speaker
Karen Rheuban, a pediatric cardiology specialist at
the University of Virginia
Medical Center, spoke about
the possibilities telecommunications technology holds
for medicine. She spoke at
JMU in November as part
of the GTE-sponsored lecture
series on telecommunications. Telemedicine, Rheuban

JMU's Reserve Officer
Training Corps won another
Ranger Challenge championship last fall at Fort AP
Hill, extending its streak to
four in a row. The JMU
Rangers have taken the 4th
Brigade Ranger Challenge

tions lecture is scheduled

first-place trophy seven out
of the last eight years.

for this spring.

The 4th Brigade consists
of r7 colleges from Maryland, Virginia, Delaware and
Washington, D.C.
The Rangers won the
ROTC r st Region Ranger
Challenge three years ago,
making them the best on

Estes Memorial
Fountain Installed
A new fountain in Newman Lake greeted parents
and alumni who visited
campus for Parents Weekend and Homecoming last
fall. The fountain was given
to JMU by the Estes Foundation and Martha Estes
Grover ('83) in honor of
her mother. The plaque
reads: "Memorial Fountain.
In Memory of Dorothy
Thomasson Estes (' 4 5),
October r996."

Hanner Champs

Hardawav
Speaker
At the inaugural Nancy
Powell Hardaway Speakers
Series lecture in November,
Johanna Dwyer talked about
"Revising the Recommended
Dietary Allowances: Nutrient News for the Golden
Years." Dwyer addressed the
deliberations of the National
Research Council's Food
and Nutrition Board, which
is in charge of revising and
publishing recommended
American dietary allowances
for nutrients. Dwyer is a
member of that group and
president of the American
Institute of Nutrition. The
new speakers series for the
dietetics program is named
after Nancy Powell Hardaway ('49), who majored in
home economics. She and
her husband, Robert, have
established an endowed fund
for the ongoing lectures.

the East Coast.
Last summer, at ROTC's
six-week Advanced Camp at
Fort Bragg, awards were presented to r9 JMU cadets,
including Cadet Lt. Col. Kenneth J. Burgess. He outscored
his 2,400 competitors and
earned the highest score that
has been posted since the
camp began keeping records.
Last spring at Frostburg
State University, Burgess
and Cadet Maj. Matthew D.
Coburn won the Cadet Best
Ranger Competition against
two-man teams representing ROTC units from Maryland, Delaware, West Virginia and Virginia

First in the South
U.S. News & World
Report's r996 poll ranked
JMU first in the South in a
listing of the ''Nation's Most
Efficient Institutions." The
m agazine determines efficiency by comparing the
academic quality of the
institution with the financial
resources it has available.
The magazine also
ranked JMU th ird in
academic quality among
regional colleges and universities in the South. For
the third year in a row, the
magazine listed JMU as the
highest ranked public university in the region.
Money magazine has
ranked JMU among the
nation's top roo colleges
and universities for the education dollar in each of the
last seven years. The 1996-97
edition of Money Guide:
Your Best College Buys Now
ranked JMU r8th in the
country and first
among all Virginia
colleges and universities.

+.----------------------,., ,.

Enrollment Reaches
All-Time High
]MU enrollment at ]MU

reached an all-time high of
12,963 in the 1996-97 academic year.
The number of students
increased 1,036 from the previous year. This was the
largest single-year increase
in raw numbers in JMU's
history, although there have
been years with higher percentage increases.
]MU is in the process of
expanding its total enrollment to around 15,000
within the next few years.
Nearly all of the growth will
take place in new facilities
being built on the east side
of Interstate 81 from the
original campus.
Two new residence halls
opened in 1996-97. The
former Denton's furniture
Store on Court Square in
downtown Harrisonburg
was purchased and converted to apartments for
about 60 students. In addition, a new 300-bed residence hall complex on University Boulevard was leased
by the university. The hall,

Blue Ridge Hall, is located
on the edge of the new College of Integrated Science
and Technology campus.
The first new CISAT building, a $15 million classroomlaboratoiy complex, will be
completed by next fall.

Vehicles of
the Future and
ISAT Students
Clean-burning vehicles
of the future arrived at ]MU
last fall as a gift from Virginia Power to the university's Integrated Science and
Technology Program.
The 1993 Solectria Force
electric car and recharging
system, along with five natural gas-powered vehicles
(two pickup trucks, two vans
and one minivan) obtained
through a Virginia Department ofTiansportation grant,
will be used for research by
ISAT students and by university facilities management
personnel as they travel
around campus maintaining buildings and grounds.
Additionally, Commonwealth Gas has contributed

a temporary compressor for
natural gas until a permanent location is established.
The ISJIT program and
facilities management have
developed a partnership
called the ]MU Alternative
fuel Vehicle Program, the
goal of which is to operate
and manage the use of the
alternative-fueled vehicles.
The benefits of using
vehicles running on alternative fuels include energy
and cost savings and the
virtual elimination of toxic
air emissions to the environment, officials say. But
probably the biggest payoff
will be felt in terms of
the knowledge students
gain from their study and
research of the vehicles. Students will conduct special
research for Virginia Power.
'The electric and natural
gas vehicles are a tremen-

good company," says JMU's
auxiliary services landscaping supervisor, Kirk Mathis.
And although the PGMS
doesn't reveal how many
submissions it receives, JMU
officials have been assured
the school or university
grounds categoiy was the
most competitive division
in the entire competition.
The 1996 competition was
the first that ]MU entered.
The award recognizes
the appearance of the entire
472-acre campus, not just
selected spots, explains Roy
Cardin, JMU's education
and general landscaping
supervisor. He and Mathis
are responsible for landscaping and grounds as they
supervise 28 employees.
The crew and the results
of their work will be featured this year in an issue
of Grounds Maintenance
Magazine.

dous gift that allow the ISAT
program to cariy out its
'hands-on' educational philosophy," says James Winebrake, assistant professor in
the program.

Carrier Receives
First Greater
Madison Award

JMU Wins Top
Grounds Award

At its fall banquet,
Greater Madison presented
President Ronald E. Carrier
with the first Greater Madi-

The Professional Grounds
Maintenance Society and
Grounds Maintenance Magazine have named ]MU the
Grand Award winner in
the school or university
grounds categoiy of the 24th
annual Professional Grounds
Maintenance Awards Competition.
"Disney World and the
Pentagon were winners in
their categories, so ]MU is in
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son Distinguished Service
Award. The 500-strong JMU
support group made the
award to Carrier "in recognition of 25 years of creative
and effective leadership that
has taken the university to
preeminence among institutions of higher education
in the United States."
Greater Madison President Sid Smith presented
the award to Carrier. Greater
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Fulbright Winner
Kinn Teaches
Theater in Turkev

Madison, founded in 1971, is
a group of area residents
who support JMU.
This is the first year
Greater Madison has presented

its

Distinguished

Service Award. The award
can be presented to a person for any of the following
criteria: a person who has

8

brought renown to JMU; a
person who has served
JMU significantly; or a person who has been a contributor to city-university
relationships.
Since Carrier became
president of JMU in January 1971, enrollment has
increased from 4,000 to
13,000, and the institution
has gained national acclaim
for excellence.
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Tom King, professor of
theater and theater area
coordinator, was named a

James Madison University extends its
sincere thanks to the
following donors for
making a difference
at the university. /1.s
of Nov. 30, 1996,
these mends made
charitable gifts of
$25,000 or more.
Their charitable contributions help JMU
increase and maintain its margin of excellence in the higher
education ofits students.

Advanced Software

Applications
Hospitality and Tourism
Management Program
Lettie Pate Whitehead
Foundation
Whitehead Nursing
Scholarship

Miss Flora R Morris ('43)
Academic Priorities

Fulbright Senior Lecturer in
American theater. King is

Kinn Heads
Administration
and Finance

Reid Takes
COB Helm

teaching American theater
at Hacettepe University in
Ankara, Turkey, and con-

Charles W King took

Robert D. Reid became
dean of the College of Busi-

over as JMU's vice president for administration and

ness last summer. He succeeds former dean Robert E.

performance.

finance last July.
King, who reports to
Executive Vice President
Linwood Rose, was Radford
University's vice president
for business affairs since
1991. 'The fact that he
already knows the Virginia

Holmes and interim dean
Paul H. Kipps.
Reid had been head of
the college's Department of

At JMU since 1974, King
teaches theater history, dramatic literature, theory and
acting. He regularly acts and

Marketing since 1989 and
director of the COB's hospitality and tourism management program since 1988.
He earned his bachelor's
and master's degrees in 1976
and 1978 from the University of Wisconsin at Stout,
and taught in the university's
hotel and restaurant management program. In 1978
he was hired as an instructor and extension specialist
at Virginia Tech and went
on to serve as assistant
director for Tech's Center for
Hospitality Research. Following his completion of
the doctoral program at
Tech, Reid was promoted
to associate professor and
extension specialist and
remained at Tech until he

directs in JMU theater productions. He was a Madison

system of higher education
and state leaders is an extra
advantage," Rose says.
At JMU, King oversees
planning and budgeting, institutional research, financial
management, procurement,
human resources, facilities
planning and plant operations, information systems
and telecommunications.
Before going to Radford,
King was on the staff of the
University of North Carolina
at Wilmington for 16 years.
He was assistant vice chancellor for business affairs at
UNC-W from 1985 to 1991
and director of business
services from 1981 to 198 5.
He has served as president
of the Southern Association
of College Auxiliary Services.

cametoJMU.

ducting research on Turkish
and Ottoman theater and

Scholar for 1995-96 and
joins six other JMU faculty
members who have won
Fulbright awards while at
JMU. They are J. Barkley
Rosser Jr., Alfred J. Francfort,
Karen A Forcht, Shane
O'Hara, Cameron Nickels
and Lee Congdon.

Salamander
Stipend
Biology major Kari Baker
was the recipient ofa Council

on Undergraduate Research
Summer Opportunities for
Research Fellowship. She
received a total of $3,300
while working at JMU on
"Caudal Myomere Morphology Across Life History
Stages in Three Salamanders." Her faculty mentor is
Sharon K Babcock, assistant
professor of biology.

" ... "

new electronic resources as

Fingertip Librarv
on the Web
Carrier

Library

has

helped pioneer a statewide

they are developed.

.,.'·-,r·
!'.·.' · .
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Chappell says the Gen-

·

eral Assembly will continue
to fund the VIVA project at

electronic network for 39
state-supported college and

nearly $ 5 million in the
1996-98 biennium.

university libraries.
The Virtual Library of
Virginia, to which access
may be gained on the Internet, offers a broad assortment of resources including
reference databases, library

VIVAlsthec.onsort1Jm ri the lraries

"As we move into the

cltha 39 stata-asslstedcdllgaS andun'M'tlitjnjat 61 carrl)UanJwltrinthe

commOONeath r:I Vrgria. ThBse h::lude:
• the B doctrnl insbQJtlons

future, we're looking at con-

• thB s 4}188r C0!'1l)l"8tlenve cOleges and urwerst:les and
• the 24 comm.Jrity and 2-year tranctl COl8g8S [at 36 campuses).
• n adel::kr\ 27 riVrgir.&'S hiepandBrt; (~ate) cctagas and uriv.-slUesparticipatawhreJX)SSible.

necting with the libraries of

=t"d

a number of private institu-

The Magel f:artx;IPltlOQ hstt.artK!t pro.1des a c.lo:able mapr/ttlll Ccrrmaweatth r:/Vrgirll, wth llr*9 tD eactJ
~ ~ ~ a " l ) U s map Wormetlon, arD the ltnry'S wab ste. Ttw llthds are also listed alpl"abltlca,; and

tions," Chappell says. "Some

Vfl/A'• Minion
VIVA'S mlssb'l IS to P'(Mde, i"I an equtable, cooperatwe and cost etfectwe ma mer, ertlanced access to 11::rary and
WcnnatlOn resources fer the commcirweath rlVl"glnie'S academic ltrar1es servng the tg,er ecllcaacn commurty.

catalogs, electronic books

have already joined the con<>

their own funding since

and texts, statistical data,
image collections, and elec-

sortium, coming up with

dreds of journals through

publishers. Among them is

state funding extended only

tronic journals.
"Having this kind of data

Internet databases, several

Johns Hopkins University

to state colleges and univer-

full-text poetry databases,

Press, which will provide

sity libraries."

at your fingertips can be

the Virginia online Atlas,

full-text access to their jour-

an enormous boon to stu-

Virginia census data, the

dents, researchers and any-

Oxford English Dictionary,

nals through Project Muse.

VIVA will result in cost
savings to members of the

VIVA has contracted with

consortium, since individ-

Merriam-Webster's Collegi.ate

Information Access Co. for

ual libraries could not afford

information," says Mary Ann

Dictionary, FirstSearch data-

access to such popular full-

the resources that VIVA now

Chappell, Carrier Library's

bases on a variety of subjects, digital images, and

text databases as Expanded

provides, Chappell says.

one who is in search of

automation librarian.

Academic Index, General

Anyone with an Internet
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Business File, Computer

connection can reach VIVA

currently available on VIVA

statistical data.

Database and Health Refer-

at <http://www.vivalib.vaus/>.

are the Encyclopaedia Bri-

VIVA has also established new relationships with

ence Center. VIVA will con-
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Please fill out both sides of this questionnaire so that
we may serve you better. Thank you.

MQntt?A
~JJgr

Did you enjoy this issue of Montpelier?

What articles did you enjoy the most and why?

1..--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------.J

Garden Honors
Caronna Slnclalr.
Hall of Famer
Caroline Baytop Sinclair, a
pioneer in women's sports
and 1996 Virginia Sports
Hall of Fame inductee,

To honor Sinclair's contributions to JMU, Harry and
Jean Hogge Corr ('55) have
contributed the Caroline
Sinclair Memorial Garden
to the JMU Arboretum. The
terraced garden of shrubs
and perennials occupies
the slope facing University
Boulevard just north of the
arboretum entrance.

coach and administrator
in women's intercollegiate
athletics in Virginia and
won acclaim for her work
in health, recreation and

William Harris
William C. Harris, former
member of the JMU Board
ofVisitors, died Oct. 8, 1996.
Harris was a member of the
board of visitors from 1989
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50) and atJMU (1950-66).

tion departments at JMU,
Mary Washington College,

her. She was a teacher,

M

in 1948, died Oct. 27, 1996.

JMU's kinesiology program.

and Mary. JMU's Sinclair

s

Washington (1934-41), at
William and Mary (1941-

sports and physical educa-

Gymnasium is named for

M
E

served as teacher and
department head at Mary

91. Sinclair was the driving
force in establishing varsity

and the College of William

J
A

Grace Herr
Grace Elizabeth Herr, business education supervisor

Through a life income
agreement, Sinclair had
established a $10,000
endowment to support

died May 22, 1996. She was

IO

physical education. Sinclair

to 1995, second president of
Greater Madison Inc. from
1978 to 1981 and a member
of the JMU Foundation
Board of Directors from
1977 to 1989.
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Margorie
Scherwitzkv
Margorie Llllian Scherwitzky,
retired edu cation faculty
member, died Nov. 27, 1996.

Ernest Higgs
Ernest Lee "Junior'' Higgs,
retired landscape and design
superintendent, died May
19, 1996.

Haves Kruger
Hayes Kruger, associate professor em eritus of physical

Hazel Sellers
Hazel Laymon Sellers, who
worked in the registrar's
office for ro years when
JMU was known as Madison
College, died Sept. ro, 1996.
One of her sons, Dr. Cletus
M. Sellers Jr., is a JMU biol-

ogy professor.

education, died Feb. rr, 1996.
His wife, Jane Kruger, is an
associate professor em erita
of physical education.

Helen Swadley Sharpes,

Andrew Mahler

a secretary for 36 years in
the offices of the president,
business manager and dean,

Andrew John Mahler, professor em eritus of English,

Helen Sharpes

died Oct. 12, 1996.

died March 23, 1996.

Herbert Whitmer
George Marcum
George L Marcum, retired
director of facilities m anagem ent planning and evaluation, died March 2, 1996.

Herbert. B. Whitmer; associate
professor emeritus of social
work, died April 23, 1996.
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What do you like best about Montpelier's new look?

j

'
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.
What topics would you like to see covered in future issues?
''

Please send to Montpelier, 27 Medical Arts Building West, James Madison University, Harrisonburg, VA 22807.
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Radical Business
Ethics
Rowman &Utdefield, 1995.
ISBN
084768069X
Richard L
Uppke, associate professor
ofphilosophy.

Llppke's research interests are in the areas of
ethics, applied ethics, political philosophy and philoso-

Parents
weekend ·90

clung Royal Dukes at halftime and later by guest per-

Last fall's Parents Weekend may have brought
motor-vehicle traffic to a
standstill, but that only
added to the university-

former Joe Kennedy; the
Madisonians and the Contemporary Gospel Singers.
"From parents' point of
view, however, the real focus

wide celebration that annu-

of the weekend is on their
students," says Assistant Vice
President for Parent and
External Relations Glenda

ally draws 10,000 parents to
campus.
Parents crisscrossed campus on foot with their students, packed the stands at
the Dukes-New Hampshire
football game and didn't let
periodic downpours or a
losing score dampen their

spirits. They joined in the
merriment of the Godwin
Field Festival and relaxed
on the ground with festival
food and drink.
JMU treated parents to
a sampler of musical performances, including the
national award-winning Mar-

Rooney. 'They might love
the football game and the
band, but the real reason
they drive hundreds of miles
to get here is to spend some

phy oflaw.
In Radical Business
Ethics, Llppke steers away
from offering moral directives. He develops a more
comprehensive perspective
on business issues that is
tied to larger questions of
social justice. He analyzes a
select group of timely issues
like advertising, employee
privacy and insider trading
in the context of debates
about the nature of the
just society.

time with their students on
their students' turf. They
want to share a little bit in
the life their children are
creating for themselves here."

A Guidebook to
Flute
Choir
literature

President and Mrs. Ronald E Carrier presented the Outstanding
Parent Award to Robert J Uoyd,
fiJ.ther of students Jennifer and
Kevin Uoyd (pictured Jeft).

KendaJJ/Hun~
1996.
ISBN 0787228389
Carol Kniebusch Noe, professor
ofmusic.

the

Noe is principal flute of
Roanoke Symphony,

1989 JMU Distinguished
Teaching Award winner and
founder of the JMU Flute
Club, one of the oldest in
the United States, and the
16-year old JMU Flute Choir
Composition Competition.
Responding to the enormous growth and popularity offlute choirs, Noe wrote

her guidebook to help
choirs of any size and ability choose music for their
concerts and playing pleasure. The guidebook, the
first and only one of its
kind, is meant for professional flutists, teachers, band
directors, students and
libraries.

Engaged Buddhism:
Buddhist
ENGAGED
liberaBUDDHISM
tion
Movements
In Asia
lluddhh l Uhralion

Mfl¥t,.,tnh In A1l1

State UniversityofNew Yon<; 1996.
ISBN 0791428435
Edited by Christopher S. Queen
and Sallie B. King, head of philosophy and religion department King teaches the philosophies and religions ofAsia.

King is working on a
translation of an Edo period
Japanese woman's religious
autobiography and a book
on Buddhist social ethics
based on contemporary
socially and politically
engaged Buddhism.
Engaged Buddhism is
the first Western book to
relate and analyze the political and social activism of
20th-century Buddhists in
Asia and thus corrects the
false stereotype of Buddhism as "other-worldly."
It covers the Dalai Lama
and the Tibetan Liberation
Movement, the Vietnamese
Buddhist anti-war movement, ex-Hindu Untouchable Buddhist converts,
Buddhist development projects, the Buddhist women's
movement and more.
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Tournament,

Soccer Dukes
Reach NCAAs
Yet Again

but fell short

m ent, and we were able to

country."

further validate that this

in a 2-0 final

The Dukes will have to

year by having a good

to William

restructure the midfield

NCM tournament and our
best season ever."

NCM Tournament

and Mary. JMU
received an at-

where they lose Dave

appearance for

large bid to the

both theJMU
men's and

NCMtourna-

Notch yet another

Mason, Sipi Savolainen and

The Dukes received an

Jari Takatalo.
Coach Dave Lombardo's

at-large bid to the NCM
tournament and

mentand

women's team posted the

North Carolina Greensboro,

women's soc-

lost its

best overall season in the

a team that they had lost to

cer programs.

first-

program's seven-year history.

during the regular season,

round

The Dukes finished 15-6-2

3-1 in Greensboro, N.C. JMU

The men made

defeated

match 2-

overall, first in the CM dur-

next faced North Carolina

tive appearance,

1 in overtime

ing the regular season, sec-

and fell 5-0 to the eventual

and the women

at Maryland.

ond in the CM tournament

national champions.
The Dukes will graduate

their fifth consecu-

joined the tourna-

The final

ment field for the

record was

second

14-5-2 with
three of

time in

and ranked 17th in two of
the three national polls.
'The '95 season was the

seniors

Kristi

Palmaccio,

Samantha Andersch, third-

real important breakthrough

t eam

Cuesta and Julie Mason.

All-American

Jen

the losses

season for us," states Lom-

coming to

bardo. "Getting into the

Leading scorer Tasha Ellis

teams

NCM tournament added

will be back for h er senior

that were

some validity to what we
were doing. There were a lot

Bilodeau and Beth Mangi

a row.

12
J
A

of the best back lines in the

seeded

year and goal tenders Stacy

didn't

also return.
'We have some kids that

belong in the '9 5 tourna-

I think could be as good, if

Coach Tom Martin's

among the

E

s

men's squad jumped out to

top four

M

an n-o start and the program's highest ranking ever

for the
NCM

not better, than som e of the

at No. 2 nationally in rnid-

tournament, including a

ing," says Lombardo. Names
include Christy Yacono, Jen

M
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October.
'There's so much parity

V
E
A

in college soccer," Martin

3-2 setback to eventual
national champion Florida

I

says. "Everybody else was
beating everybody else,

International.
'We had a great senior

N
I

s

T
y

except for Virginia, who was

group with six out of the

No. 1, and ourselves at No.

first 11 being seniors," notes

2. We knew we would prob-

Martin. "It all starts at the

ably be in the top four or

back, and our back line

five that week, but we didn't

is pretty much deci-

expect to be that high. I

mated by gradu-

of skeptics out there that
thought

that

we

seniors that we are graduatto

in the future

watch
Graham

and

Alison

Schuch.

Wood
Looks
to Fill
Footba11·s
Holes

think it was a combination

ation. Barry

With only 23

of us playing well, being

Purcell was

players returning from the
final two-deep chart of

healthy at the time and

one of the

everybody else taking turns

leading

at losing games that they

goal keepers in the

weren't supposed to."

country, Kyle

The Dukes went on to

Swords and Mark

the title match of the Colo-

Miles formed one

nial Athletic Association

the season, the Dukes
will be looking to fill
numerous holes during their spring practice, March 22 throu gh
Jen Cuesta

April 16. The spring game

is scheduled for April 16 at
Bridgeforth Stadium.
'We've got a lot of young
kids that were redshirted
last yeai, and we aie anxious
to see how they will fill in,"
says head coach Alex Wood.
'We will be trying to establish an offensive front that
will give us the best running
game possible. Defensively,
a couple of part-time
starters will step into fulltime roles with some
of the redshirts working in as well."
The most
closely
watched battle
looks to be at
quarterback
where Greg
Maddox, who will be
a redshirt sophomore
next fall, is expected to
be challenged by redshirt freshman Benny
Griffin, sophomore John
DeFilipo and transfers
Craig Akins and Antoine
Lucas. Maddox started six

Akins and Lucas both
joined the program this
semester. Akins, a 6-foot-5,
215-pounder from Chesterfield, Va., led Matoaca High
School to a pair of Group
M state titles. He threw for

First-yeai head coach Chris Beerman led the
volleyball team to one of its best finishes in 11 seasons as a Division I program. The Dukes posted a

5,300 yaids and 50 touchdowns in his scholastic
caieer. He has two years of

25-9 record, including a 5-1 maik and second-place
finish in the CM after going 9-18 just a yeai ago.
Freshman fyndsay Collingwood was named the

eligibility remaining after
spending three seasons as a
backup at Colorado State.

CM Rookie of the Yeai and to the All-CM first
team, while junior Beth 'fyson and sophomore Kari
Kopnicky were second-team selections. + Junior
Ryan Foster was named the
CM men's cross country Runner of the Yeai and sophomore
Bethany Eigel shaied the
women's honor. Foster placed
second in the CM Championships, fifth in the NCM District II and sixth in the IC¢
meets. He advanced to the
Ryan Foster
NCM Championships, but

Lucas comes to JMU
after playing at
Potomac State
Junior College
in Keyser, W.Va
Successors
will also be

sought at the
other offensive
skilled positions.
The receiving
duoofMacey
Brooks and Jay
Jones have completed their
eligibility,

games for the 7-4 Dukes
last fall while senior Willie
Gonzalez was recovering
from a fractured left hand.
He completed 10 5 of 204
passes for 1,269 yaids, II
touchdowns and 12 interceptions. The Dukes were 33 with Maddox as the starter.
'This is the highest
number quarterbacks I've
ever had to work with," says
Wood. I expect it to be wide
open. It is going to be a
challenge for our staff to
facilitate that number and
d etermine in 15 days the
best couple of guys."

Plavbook

as have tight
end Ed Perry and running
backs Kelvin Jeter, D'Artagnan Townes and Akiba Byrd.
Defensively, the Dukes need
to replace linemen Steve
Logan, David Forbes

suffered an injury eaily in the
race and did not finish. Eigel
placed third in the CM meet,
eighth in the district and 16th
in the ECAC. She placed 46th
in the national meet. Both
teams finished second in their
respective CM races. The
women were fifth in the disBethany Eigel
trict and the men placed
ninth. + The field hockey Dukes finished with a
13-9 overall record and a national ranking of 16th.
The Dukes were led in scoring
by freshman Julie Martinez,
who tallied 18 goals.

and Julius Williams,
along with backs John
Stein, Tony Jordan,
David Lee and
Delmai Christian.

I

).\_

Lyndsay
Collingwood
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icon of a rugged, selfsufficient lifestyle.
A summer internship at Fbrd.,,M.:>tri>:~ ·o mpany's
Norfolk Assembly Plant change
ence and technology major's perspective for good
At Ford, the assembly line snakes through several
buil

and 3.8 miles oftunnels, conveyors move

work along the line, parts hang from the ceiling,
forklifts cross the floor, crates, cartons and racks line
the aisles and fleets of partially assembled pickups

As a production supervisor in the body shop,
McDonald oversaw the cab assembly ofFord's F150
and F250 models. Now she can certify that the most
popular pickups in America are more than the sum
of their parts. And she can vouch personally for 300
of those parts, as well as the effort that goes into
their assembly.
"When the pickup leaves the body shop, it's just
the shell of the truck, stripped metal, almost frag-

n
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rrhe excavation
s4uares at f[e/
n(i4ne-lkron in
Jsrael, where Sam
Ash~on ~anbell ('96) uneartheb conclusive evibence of lfron's ibentity. "([his
finb will go into the textbooks," says
Jn(U religion professor tDiana lbelman.

logical summit when he unearthed the
find of 13 digging seasons at Israel's Tel
Miqne-Ekron excavation site. He uncovered a large block of stone bearing
Phoenician script, which provides conclusive evidence of the identity ofEkron, one
of the five capital cities of the ancient
Philistines.

'The major find of the season, and perhaps of all of our
13

seasons, was the inscrip-

tion with the name of Ekron
and its rulers !which was]
found in the seventh century B.C. temple complex," professors Trude
Dothan

and

Seymour

Gitin said in a letter to
Edelman. Dothan, director
of the Philip and Muriel
Berman Center for Biblical
Archaeology at the Hebrew
University ofJerusalem, and Gitin,
Dorot director and professor of archaeology at the w.E Albright Institute of
Archaeological Research in Jerusalem, are
heads of the archaeological team that has
been excavating the site since 1981.

J

t.E

The inscription was found in the

s

square

M

supervised

by Randell,

who

A
0
I

graduated from JMU in May 1996 with a

0
N

BA in English and anthropology. Randell,

$

u

N

who lives in Falls Church, participated in

V
f!
A

the project during the summer of 199 S as

I

a student worker and during the summer

I

s

T
y

of 1996 as an assistant area supervisor.
Randell describes the find as truly
unexpected. The square where he was
digging was part of a strip that had been
left untouched during earlier excavations

d'ro/essors Seymour Citin (left) ana fl:ruae tDothan, who heaa the archaeological team that
has been excavating the fl:el H1i4ne-lkron site since 1981, examine the inscribea stone.

because it was thought to be outside the
ruins of the temple that formed part of a

'This find will go into textbooks," says
Diana V. Edelman, assistant

professor of religion, who with four ]MU

monumental building complex under

graduates and eight ]MU students was

study. 'We discovered there was one more

among the

130

staff and volun-

teers who worked at the
site

near

Kibbutz

Revadim,

about 25 miles south ofTel Aviv.

room," Randell says. 'We weren't at the
end of the building, as we first thought."
Excavation of the room had yielded a
trove of bowls, ivory and statues which

led the archaeologists to determine the

The temple complex where the stone

gists associated with the

room was behind the altar of the temple,

was found and the entire city were burned

Ekron site will work on pub-

to the ground in 603 B.C. during the cam-

lications during the period

Randell says.
Randell's assigned square contained a

paign of the Babylonian king Nebuchad-

a large stone that

nezzar, according to a news release issued

son University Foundation,

from the excavation project.

JMU is a sponsoring institution

puzzling feature -

wasn't in line with the wall of the room.
About

Through the James Madi-

or 3 inches of the stone was

The inscription states that Achish, the

showing when Randell was instructed to

son of Padi, king of Ekron, built a temple

tion project. For the past three

keep digging.

dedicated to a goddess. Achish corre-

years, JMU students have worked

AB he and the field supervisor, Steve

sponds to the name Ikausu, who is

at the site. The summer 1996 par-

Ortiz of the University ofArizona, worked,

mentioned in the ABsyrian annals of the

ticipants besides Randell were

Randell recalls "we were calm, but hope-

seventh century B.C. as the king of Ekron.

JMU graduates Alison French

ful." Once the stone was unearthed

'The find is significant because it

('96), area supervisor; James

enough to view the inscription, "I was

allowed us to identify the building com-

kind ofin a stupor," Randell says.

plex as a temple complex," Edelman says.

Tori Webdale ('94), area supervisor; and

"I was thinking, 'someone inscribed

Before the dedicatory temple inscription

students Matt Frank, Laura Ishmael,

this; this has meaning,"' he

was found, archaeologists were trying to

Angela

says. And while such thoughts

determine whether the larger complex

Milosavich, Raymie Poole, Keri Rumerrnan

were

was a palace or a temple, she explains.

and Robert Weinig. +

2

racing

through

his

brain, he also heard Ortiz saying, ''You know you're mak-

workers

Jasper,

Paul

Johnston,

Beyond its value as a marker of the
temple, the stone might well
help researchers understand

ing history, don't you?"
Other

of the Tel Miqne-Ekron excava-

were

more

about

the

Philistines,

called to the square as

Edelman says. Scholars know

excavation continued to

that when they arrived in the

share and savor the

coastal plain in circa rr50 B.C., the

excitement of the find.

Philistines had a Greek cultural

Although she was

background. By 700 B.C., however,

working in another

the inscription shows that their

portion of the site, Edelman was quickly

descendants were speaking and writ-

summoned to the square to verify the

ing a Semitic language, indicating they

inscription as an ancient Phoenician script.

had adapted to the local culture of

"First she told us we were looking at

Canaan, she

explains. The stone's

the stone upside down," Randell recalls.

inscription might help determine if the

By excavating the stone fully and remov-

later Philistines developed a new dialect

ing it for study by the project's epigrapher

rather than completely assimilating into

Joseph Naveh of Hebrew University, the

the older culture of the immediate area

name Ekron and the kings Achish and his

Professors Gitin, Dothan and Naveh are

father, Padi, were found in a five-line

studying the inscription during a planned

inscription on the stone.

five-year break from field work Archaeolo-

(clockwise from top
right) Samuel Ashkon {J{an~ell, rDiana
l~elman, rtru~ie rDothan an~ Katie
Sechrist at the excavation site a year
before the archaeological {in~.

Jill

"I

Margie Shetterly
was voted the least likely to
succeed," P. Buckley Moss recalls
about her youth. That vote of no-

Renowned

confidence didn't stem from a lack of
natural talent. Nor did it stem from a lack

artist reaches

of intelligence - although to some with a

from the sale of limited edition prints,

less discerning eye, Moss's reading skills

will provide the basis for the scholarship,

might have indicated so.

says Debra Wachter, ]MU's director of

out to students

Moss is one of millions of people who

major gifts.

has a learning disability. For Moss, who

Moss's new endowed scholarship at

with learning

has dyslexia, reading, writing, grammar

]MU is the latest in a number of similar
programs she has established at colleges

and those related subjects were a frustrating ordeal at best. But in circumstances

and universities throughout the country.

disabilities

where she could tell teachers what she

These scholarship programs and her
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knew instead of writing it, or in her pas-

association with the P. Buckley Moss

sion, the arts, she excelled. Today, Moss is

Society, a philanthropic group based in

an internationally known artist whose

of Art and Art History. The target amount

Waynesboro that focuses on learning and

work is sought both by galleries and pri-

for the scholarship fund is

and

other disabilities, have provided Moss a

vate collectors.

the first award of the annual scholarship

way to reach out to young people she

Her often painful experiences growing

is expected to be made in the fall of 1998.

readily identifies with.

up with dyslexia and coping with a world

The Wilson Hall original watercolor,

$30,000,

Working through the society, Moss

that revolves around reading and writing

valued at

will be auc-

often speaks with student groups about

have motivated Moss to reach out to oth-

tioned at ]MU's benefit Art Auction this

learning disabilities. ''When you speak to

ers who have learning disabilities. Moss

April. Moss has been a regular contributor

kids and let them know you're just

has contributed an original painting of

to the Art Auction over the years, and her

another person who has the same prob-

Wilson Hall to ]MU to start an endowed

paintings have been among the highest

lems they have, it's very heartwarming."

scholarship for students with learning

selling items. The proceeds of the Wilson

Her own story provides the proof that

disabilities who are studying in the School

Hall painting, plus a portion of proceeds

people with learning disabilities can sue-

$20,000-$25,000,

7

ceed and often opens new doors for the

hour-a-day commute to Washington Irv-

students she meets. ''For them to know

ing High School in New York City

that you were able to go to school and be

because it offered her the flexibility she

accepted as an intelligent person in col-

needed to get the most out of school.

lege ... that you can reason, think ... that

There, she still had to take the regular sub-

you have something else to offer," she

jects, but she could immerse herself in

says, can give students the encourage-

four periods of art a day. And there's where

ment that many find lacking in main-

she found her niche. "I was told I was all

stream education.

right." There she also established a good
work ethic that remains with her today.

''Not everyone thinks in the same way,"
Moss notes. The important thing to realize,

But even with the positives her high

she said, is that just because people with

school offered, Moss still recalls the

learning disabilities may view information

painful side of those years. Reading was a

and learn differently than the majority of

struggle, and her learning disability took

people doesn't mean they are dumb.

its toll on her self-esteem. "I felt like I

During her own educational experi-

wasn't very popular or good looking," she

ence, Moss found people who realized

says. "I felt dumb. I felt like everyone

just that and who recognized her poten-
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tial. One such person was Mary Meade,

was

head

of Washington

Irving

High School in New York City when

knew I was dumb."
Looking back on her educational experience and her work as an artist, she now

sister of the famed anthropologist, who

learning disability

sees her learning disability in a light she
could never have imagined as a teenager
and young adult. "I think my learning dis-

Moss attended.
Another such person was an art history professor at the Cooper Union
School for the Advancement of Science
and Art in New York. That professor

I

T
y

"I think my

is an asset because

concentrate on what I can do."

!was able to

understood Moss's difficulty with reading,
and recognized that although Moss knew
the information covered in class, she had

exam format. So, he allowed her to take
an oral exam instead.

Likewise, Moss views students who
are coping with learning disabilities as an
often untapped source of creativity,

concentrate on

a tough time putting that knowledge
down on paper in a traditional written

ability is an asset because I was able to

energy and ideas. 'They will set the world
on fire one way or the other," she says.
'They're intelligent people who need to

what I can do."

be steered in the right way." And if they
are, there's no limit to what they may
accomplish, Moss believes.

Moss has never allowed her learning

She hopes the new endowed scholar-

disabilities to become an excuse for tak-

ship at JMU will be one way to help

ing the easy road. She endured a three-

provide that direction. +

Moss's original watercolor will be auctioned April r 2 - r 3 at the ]MU.t\rt Auction, which will accept absentee
bids. .t\nangements for absentee bidding can be made by calling (540) 568-3 r93 before April r. Limited edition
prints are available at the ]MU Bookstore and through The Moss Portfolio and Moss Galleries.
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left to do all the work. Ask any mother. It's
even true farther down the food chain.
When brown four-toed salamanders lay

not weaken,
their chances of

their eggs and skip out, shirking their maternal

survival. Either Dar-

duties, another female steps in to hatch the

win was wrong or, more

abandoned eggs and protect the mossy nest.

likely, Knight and Harris rea-

Biology professors Reid Harris and Ivor Knight
are trying to discover why this obliging second

son, there's got to be a Darwinian
explanation for this apparent martyrdom

female bothers. Clearly, there's no emotional tie

They suspect that the obliging salamander

among salamanders. Why, the professors wonder,

makes thls sacrifice because she is genetically

would she risk her health, her reproductive potential

related to the females who left their eggs behlnd

and that of her descendants by expending her energy

- perhaps a sister, aunt or cousin. For Harris and

on others' offspring?

Knight, the quest to confirm their suspicion is a

At. least on the surface, the professors say, such

major research project in evolutionary behavior

behavior contradicts evolutionary theory, whlch says

financed with a $215,000 grant from the National Sci-

1hat organisms behave in w-ays most likely to strengthen,

ence Foundation over the next three years.

1
9
9
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If they are right, and the salamanders

"At least part of her genes are going

National Forest to collect salamanders

are related, this brooding female does

on to the next generation," Knight says. "I

and larvae, while molecular biologist

have a stake -

share half of my genes with my sister and

Knight and his students study the sala-

a fourth of my genes with my nieces and

m anders' DNA characteristics with the

''Relatedness would explain their

nephews, and so on with my cousins, etc.

use of sophisticated equipment including

altruistic behavior in light of evolutionary

So as a female salamander who remains in

an automated DNA sequencer.

theory;" Harris says.

the nest, I am protecting my gene pool."

a genetic one - in the

survival of her nest's offspring.

While nesting, the brooding female

Research into this curious communal

bier side of the research. He and students

doesn't forage or eat or enjoy the same

nesting behavior may offer clues into the

trudge through mud and m uck to reach

advantages as the females who lay eggs

behavior of other amphibians as well as

the study area, a fenced-in habitat that

and leave, Knight explains. 'There is a

other animal species and could provide

provides the perfect place to study the inti-

cost. Over generations, that translates to

clues about their future survival. The pro-

m ate secrets of salamander nesting behav-

less healthy salamanders with lower

ject marks a collaboration between mole-

ior. Daily they check their salamander

reproductive output, which could lead to

cular biology and evolutionary ecology,

traps, which are nothing more than empty

the extinction of her genes."

the ]MU professors' specialties.

No. ro vegetable cans from Gibbons Hall.

But if the eggs the brooding females

Evolutionary ecologist Harris and

Both professors say the project gives them

protect are related, he says, there is

his students wade along the banks of

and their students a rare chance to study

compensation.

two ponds in the George Washington

the intricate web of pond life.
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Harris acknowledges his is the grub-

EXAMfNE

DNA fN A PETR.f DfSH OF A

HARMLESS VAR.fETY OF E.COLf EACTER.fA.

As THEY R.EPLfCATE THEMSELVES,

THE

BACTER.fA ALSO R.EPLfCATE PAR.T OF THE
SALAMANDER. GENOME, PR.OVfDfNG THE
SCfENTtSTS WfTH EXTR.A fNVENTO~Y.

Back in the lab, the trick is to identify

"I apply it in a completely different

Knight and Harris are conducting the

who's who among the salamanders. They

organism," Knight says. "We use the same

only known joint nesting behavior study

are distinguishable by the spot pattern on

sets of techniques. I take a bit of tissue

among amphibians. "And among amphib-

their bellies, which is as unique to a four-

:from the salamanders and then extract

ians," Harris adds, "this joint nesting

toed salamander as a fingerprint is to a

the DNA out of the tissue."

behavior is unique."

human. Harris takes pictures with a digital

The professors then set their charges

One of his former undergraduate

camera, records the information and

loose in cattle water tanks at the University

honor students, Tomalei Vess, now in

shares it with Knight.

Farm. They keep track of them by match-

Duke University's doctoral zoology pro-

'The spots are their signatures,"

ing the salamanders' DNA profiles with

gram, established earlier that salaman-

Knight says. And, on the lighter side of

their signature spots and assigned names.

ders, even as larvae, can recognize their

research, Harris adds, 'We give them

"Once Ivor and his students figure

kin. Harris hypothesizes the recognition

names based on the spots' design, such

out who's who among the salamanders,

as 'the Holy Cross."'

we can set up populations in the tank,

'The evidence from the larvae stage

From there, Knight identifies the sala-

and change or adjust the genetic compo-

is valuable because if they recognize each

manders' relatedness using the same

sition of the population, to find out if

other as larvae, they may as adults," Knight

highly publicized DNA profiling technology

there is more shared nesting when the

says. Salamander larvae have been found to

used to determine paternity and identify

relatedness is high, or less shared nesting

swim over to siblings, leaving nonrelatives

biological evidence at crime scenes.

when relatedness is low," Harris says.

alone. "Somehow they know," Knight says.

is based on smell.
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LEAVE" AND «LAY AND STAY." THE FOR.MER. LAY THEfR. EGGS AND HEAD BACK
fNTO THE WOODS, AND THE LATTER.
LAY THEfR. EGGS AND PROTECT THEfR.
OWN AND OTHER. SALAMANDER.$' EGGS.

Step by step the professors and their
students have been building on their past

R.EfD HAR.R.fS AND GR.ADUATE STUDENTS CHR.fS

studies to establish a scientific basis for
brown four-toed salamanders' behavior.

WELLS (LEFT) AND JENNfFER. ELA fS (CENTER)

Vess has already established kin recognition. "And we documented the salamanders' nesting behavior for several years,"

TR.EK fNTD THE GEDR.GE WASHfNGTDN

Knight says. "Now we want to know
whether they are related."

NATfDNAL FDR.EST WfTH A PR.DSPECTfVE

The answer will tell the professors and
the field of evolutionary science how communal nesting makes sense in terms of

STUDENT (R.fGHT) TD fNVESTfGATE THE

evolution, Harris says. +

SALAMANDER.S? NATUR.AL HAEfTAT.
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Spark Plugs and Chuck Taylor

Ever since his unusual audition, How-

and the All Stars, decided

land has played guitar for the chart-top-

to take the professional

ping '70s band responsible for 20 Top-Ten

plunge.

After

gradua-

tion, Howland packed

JMU

concert ended,

Howland, then a still-aspiring guitarist,

"Saturday in the Park" and

12

Top-Ten

up and went to Los

albums. He credits his success as a musi-

Angeles, where he

cian to his tenacity and a willingness to

enrolled in a music

1984

singles like "You're My Inspiration" and

take risks.

institute and over

"Persistence is probably the one

the years landed

biggest factor," Howland says. "It is always

stage support assignments and

going to beat out talent. ... I had to men-

studio musician assignments. In between

tally make myself focus strictly on being a

he was offered spots with Olivia Newton

musician. I created a void where I had to

John and Patty Smyth.

make a living playing ... I haven't gotten

joined the throng around the van as it

His big break with Chicago came two

prepared to whisk the band away. Lead

years ago. Then a stage hand, setting up

singer Peter Cetera

and tuning the instruments before big-

Phoef Sutton ('79), the two-time

rolled down the

name bands like Aerosmith and Toto

Emmy winner whose own tenacity and

window; and How-

came on stage, Howland heard that

scriptwriting talent took him to the top

land had the

Chicago was auditioning for a new gui-

post of one of television's most popular

chance to squeak

tarist. News of auditions are hard to come

and highly acclaimed comedy series ever,

out a question.

by; and information travels through word

is now making his transition to the big

"How do you

of mouth. Howland, feeling fortunate to

screen. Today the former writer and exec-

sing so high?"

have heard the rumor, made a few calls

utive producer of Cheers has some big-

Howland says

and found the auditions were closed and

name, big-budget, big-star studio films

he managed

every minute had been scheduled. He

under his belt.

to ask "He

didn't let that stop him.

where I am in my career without doing
things that were a little unorthodox."

After Sutton left Cheers, just before the

[Cetera! just

"Keith sat on top of his car in the

show called it quits still at the peak of its

rolled the win-

parking lot and played until one of them

ro-year run, Sutton went on to produce

dow back up,"

came out and heard him and gave him

another 1V comedy; Bob, consulted on sev-

an audition," laughs Keith's father, Earl.

eral other shows and then made his move

laughs Howland.
"It was so stupid"

Howland junior got the job, but it's

to movies. 1wo of the films for which he's

And possibly

Howland senior who savors the irony. He

written the screenplays, Mrs. Winterboume

premonitory. 1wo years

and his wife, Joan, were the ones who had

and The Fan, premiered in 1996.

later, Howland, a com-

regularly taken their young sons to

Sutton says he enjoyed working with

munications major who

Chicago concerts at Maryland's Merri-

screen giants Robert DeNiro and Shirley

had spent his years at

weather Post Pavilion. The audition story

MacLaine and has found that film is a

JMU

is true, he says, though "Keith probably

medium with a milieu completely differ-

won't embellish it the way I will."

ent from television.

playing

the

band scene with the

Writing for film is more relaxed, Sut-

miss. The two alumni never met

ton explains. Screenwriters work from

during the project and haven't still.

home, set their own hours and are rarely

For Cuk, presently an MBA

on the set. But less pressure and structure

student at ]MU, his role in The Fan

also brings Jess control over the project.

and his earlier appearance in Celtic
Pride were diversions from the

"As a writer, you're the whole show for
a year," he says. 'Then the director comes

career he plans to pursue on

in, production begins and you're no

Wall Street.

longer important."

Cuk says he

At the moment, Sutton
seems

nostalgic

for

the

small screen he's left behind

'In that
business
you have

writer and producer. He

to be

misses the family atmosphere, the immediacy and
perhaps even the frenetic
pace of creating a weekly

willing to
make a

half..hour television show.
And he especially misses
the cohesive staff he had at
Cheers, which he credits

with the show's success.
His screen preferences,
however, depend on his
mood, he says. And with
Men in Black, starring Will

Smith

and Tommy

Lee

Jones, to follow later this

amused when The
Fan's director called from

New York and offered him

and possibly for the sway he
exercised in his dual roles of

was surprised and

fool of
yourself

the part.
"It was hard to believe,"
Cuk laughs, "I never tried to
engage in acting."
Taking a gamble on his
towering 7-foot height, Cuk
had flown to California to try
out for a part in Eddie,
another basketball flick, this
one starring Whoopi Gold-

every day

berg. He didn't get the job,

w

but was considered funny

N
T

and not

enough that his audition

mind it.'
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tape began to circulate in
Los Angeles. Eventually it
reached the right people,

Vladimir

spring on the heels of Mrs.
Winterboume and The Fan,

Cuk

Sutton's track record shows
success on screens both big and small.
When The Fan's credits rolled, they
revealed yet another ]MU talent. For
Sutton and former Dukes center Vladimir

and

Cuk was

called to

Boston to play Lurch in
Celtic Pride, a basketball

comedy with Dan Ackroyd,
Damon Wayans and Daniel Stem that
made good use of both his height and his

Former
Dukes'
center
Vladimir
Cuk ('96)
co-stars with

sense of humor.

"In that business," Cuk mocks, ''you

Cuk ('96), who landed a part in the movie,

have to be willing to make a fool of

the film amounted to a remarkable near

yourself every day and not mind it."

Dan Ackroyd,

+
on the set of
Celtic Pride.

Dickson and Weber
Receive Distinguished
Alumni Awards
The ]MU Alumni Association has
selected Sue Dickson ('52) and Paul
Weber ('80) for its r996 distinguished
alumni awards.
Dickson, a recipient of many educational awards including

Mo's Mo in

American Education,

has

received JMU's

by the year 2000. All it takes is a few

association

months for older children and one

Board of Directors
Nomination Form

school year for beginners."
Weber, a partner in the law firm of
Hyatt Peters and Weber in Annapolis, Md.,
has received the Distinguished Alumni
Service Award for his service and dedication toJMU.
Weber, a founder and president of the
Baltimore-Annapolis alumni chapter, was
the driving force in developing the
alumni association's career networking
program, which facilitates prospective job

Distinguished Alumni
Achievement Award in recognition of her

connections between alumni. The idea

su ccess in literacy education.

occurred to Weber while he served as

Her lifelong d edication to literacy
education was sparked as she troubled
over those elementary school students

34

"and we can have this country reading

president of the ]MU Alumni Association
Board of Directors.
"It was right in the middle of the early

wh o, try as they might, were not learning

recession of the '90s, when kids were hav-

to read in the classroom. To help them,
she d eveloped a successful literacy pro-

ing difficulty getting jobs," Weber says.

gram that today has been adopted by

he shepherded the career networking

During his last year as board president,

m any sch ool system s in the United

project. 'We established a database of

A
M
E

States and Canada.
Dickson 's Sing, Spell, Read and Write

alumni that la graduate or student] could

M
A

relies on songs and books, written by

use as a central source at the university"
for locating job leads in a particular

D

Dickson, to teach children phonics and

geographic region or field, he says. 'The

fundamental reading skills. Those lessons

main thing was to give recent graduates

are then reinforced with assignments in

someone to talk to and give them some
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com panion writing-spelling books and

direction on how to find a job" or more

specially designed readers with 960 illustrated pages of original stories, poems

information about a particular job field,
he explains.

and rhyming tales.

The JMU Alumni Association is
accepting nominations for the 1997
election to fill annual vacancies on
its board of directors. All active members of the alumni association (those
providing financial support to the
university on an annual basis) are
eligible to seJVe in this important
role. Directors seJVe three-year terms,
are required to attend three meetings annually and assist in promoting
the university and the association's
programs as requested.
Alumni, faculty, staff and current
students are invited to nominate
individuals that would best represent
the interests of more than 61,000
alumni.

Please provide a brief statement
detailing the nominee's qualifications to seive on the board
of directors.

Nominee's name and class year

Home address

Phone (day/evening)

Weber, who has

SSR&W and Dickson's other remedial

served ]MU faithfully

literacy program, WINNING, have been

for r2 years, concedes

endorsed by teachers and literacy advocates throughout North America, includ-

he hasn't always been
active. ''My first five

ing the United States' National Right to

years

out,

I

Nominato(s name and phone (day) (evening)

never

All nominees will be contacted to determine their interest in and qualifications
for membership on the JMU Alumni
Association Board of Directors. Unless
otherwise noted, we will inform the
nominee that you submitted his or her
name for consideration.

Read Foundation. Last full, a broadcast of

came back," he con-

ABC's Good Morning America high-

fesses. When he did, however, he felt a

lighted Dickson's systematic approach on

renewed connection to the university.

Nomination Deadline: April 30, 1997

a segment of the show dealing with liter-

''You need a little excuse to get active. I

acy problems in the United States.

think if you get people involved early,

llS.ILP.
Office of Alumni Relations
James Madison University
Chandler Hall, Suite 133
Harrisonburg VA 22807

Part of SSR&Ws success is the enthusiasm for reading it engenders in children, teachers in Alabama, Texas and
Memphis have said.
Dickson agrees. "Give teach ers the right
tools," she says with zeal and optimism,

they will stay active longer," he says.
Weber and his wife, Susan, will be
adopting a Russian child this year.
- Randy Jones

Phone: (540) 568-6234
Fax: (540) 568-3494
E-mail: alumnUink@jmu.edu

C
HOMECOMING
The Duke Dog leads the pep rally at
the bonfire, and alumni renew old ties at
the festival (below).

Banners (below) and football fans
(right) show school spirit, while father
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Richmond Chapter Fastens
Success with Ribbons

mater, Washington and Lee. "I thought
JMU should have one too," says

JMU

The Richmond alumni chapter celebrates each year with a holiday party that
draws together the diverse talent - young
and old - that has made that chapter so
successful. As the JMU Alumni Association's most seasoned chapter, it was the

McCarthy, who worked with a Richmond

Braves' and a Baltimore Orioles' game, in
addition to other events. "It's a good
social outlet," she adds enthusiastically.

art teacher to design it. Selling each graph
by mail for $5, the chapter "received
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Fifty yards of ribbon selling for $ r, they
soon found, can wrap a lot of packages.
Within a few highly successful years, the
chapter had glutted the market, suggests
Roop, who ended up with "quite a few
spools in my attic." Needled by dwindling
ribbon sales, the chapter next turned to
needlepoint graphs to boost scholarship
funds when Roop, who joined the chapter
after buying ribbon from another member, became president in the early 1960s.
The graph, a series of keyed instructions for stitching Madison College's crest
(the coat-of-arms of James Madison's
family), was the undertaking of Grace
Madden McCarthy ('35).
It occurred to her while
doing a similar needlepoint for her husband's alma

chapter alumni attend a Richmond

orders from all over the U.S." and rapidly

It's an opinion confirmed by Roop, who

grew its scholarship fund, according to
McCarthy and Roop, a former member of

can recall many times in the 1950s when
she and fellow alumni "spent all Saturday
afternoon at Mrs. Cox's Tea Room," lingering, often, until they closed it down.
But if alumni camaraderie is a long-

first to endow an annual scholarship that
now awards $1,000 to help a Richmond
area student attend JMU. Richmond continues to serve as a model to the rest of
JMU's 21 chapters, which now award five
scholarships.
Richmond's scholarship fund grew out
of an idea tied up in ribbon - literally.
Forty-plus years ago, the chapter initiated
its fund raising by selling ribbon for gift
wrapping. 'The big push came in the fall
for Christmas," says Inez Graybeal Roop
('35), a former chapter president and still
active member of the senior Richmond
alumni. "Everyone just carried [ribbon)
samples with them to work and took
orders," says Roop, recalling the 30 or so
alumni, mostly school teachers, who
made up the chapter, which met one Saturday each month at various tea rooms in
downtown Richmond.

graduate," Strickler says. Each year

standing tradition within the JMU chapter
program, this socializing is now taking on
a particularly nineties spin in the form of
supporting JMU career networking. Today,
says JMU Alumni Chapters Coordinator
Joyce Lee ('88), chapters eager to thread
the university's spirit throughout local
communities are assisting JMU graduates
in the job market. In the same vein, she
says, chapters are putting more of an
emphasis on service-oriented activities.
Richmond, for one, has assisted with a
local food drive and the public television

Grace Madden McCarthy (35) shows off
needlework of the ]MU crest that helped build
the chapter's scholarship fund.

both the JMU Alumni Association Board
of Directors and Board ofVisitors.
Today's chapter members have continued to build on that early success,
increasing the scholarship fund through a
yearly golf tournament. The new vehicle,
which other chapters have instituted as
well, reflects, perhaps, the difference in
memberships composed of both men
and women.
Although the yearly scholarship has
been one of the consistent goals ofJMU's
oldest alumni chapter, it represents only
one of its values, according to Richmond
chapter leader Anne Marie Strickler ('91).
The chapter, like all 21 JMU chapters,
"provides an outlet so that you can get
back together with other alumni. I've met
a lot of new friends just because I'm a
Photos by Jim Kelly

station's fund drive.
As to the Richmond chapter's longrunning success, Strickler attributes it in
part to ongoing personal touches, such as
its annual 'Thank-a-Thon," during which
chapter members call area alumni to
individually thank them for their contributions to JMU.
'With the Christmas party, we hand
write every invitation," she says, to which
she attributes the good response the chapter gets each year. 'We've tried to key in on
what makes our chapter so successful."
- RandyJones

Former chapter President Inez Roop (35) and
current chapter leader Anne Marie Strickler ('91)
with Grace McCarthy

STAY IN TOUCH
To submit a class note for publication in Montpelier, include full name (including maiden),
class year, spouse's name and class year and
children's names and ages. Please note that
pending activities and news will not be published. Please send notice after weddings and
births and completion of advanced degrees.
!Class notes received before Jan. 15, 1997, will
appear in May!

Marriages: list full names and date of wedding.
Future Dukes: Include both parents' names,
child's full name, date of birth, siblings' names
and ages.

Jewell Campbell Davis
Clarice Reeves Clark
Ramona Fawley Curtis
Willa Manis Dickenson
Charlotte Evans F1oyd
Frances Hundley Gourley
Christine Harris
Margaret Marshall
Blanche McCraw Maxsell
Lena Moore Payne
Katherine Gregory Richards
Virginia Roberts
Jane Gooch Thomas
Elaine Upshaw Vaden
Mildred Borkey fundt
Lois Zirkle

19 50
1920
Arline Cutshall Pultz sends greetings from
Roanoke, Va. She and her husband, Byron, who
turned roo last August, have been married 72
years. She is the grandmother of Barbara
Waters Baxter ('87), Becky Young Garrison
('83), Cathy Young Harman ('83), Debbie
Young ('79).

Martha "Marty" Thomas Lovett received the
1996 Alum of the Year award from the College
of Education and Allied Professions at Bowling
Green State University She is the dean of Graduate Programs at Converse College, Spartanburg, S.C.

1952
45-Year Reunion Class As the class of '52 plans

1923
Elizabeth E. Duke and her sister live in a retirement home in Franklin, Va. She retired in 1969
after teaching for 4 5 years in Isle of Wight
County She remains active in church and clubs.

1938

its 45th reunion fiJr April 4-5, Lorraine Warren

Strickler and her husband, Twig, have established a scholarship in honor of the class. Ifyou
would like to make a contribution to the "Stricklers Seed Scholarship," please call the fMU Offlce
ofDevelopmen~ (Boo) 296-6r62. To ensure that
you receive infonnation on all of your reunion
activities, contact the alumni otflce at (540) 5686234 to verify your address.

Margaret Comer Kupiec retired in June 1996
in Pittsburgh after a 46-year teaching career.
Now widowed, she enjoys visiting her daughter
and two grandchildren in Portland, Ore.

1953
Margaret Armsworthy Straughan retired after
3 5 years of teaching. She is looking forward to
catching up on her reading and traveling.
Please help us find your classmates.
On April 3-4, 1998, the class of 1953 will celebrate its 45-year class reunion, but many of
your classmates won't know about it, because
we can't find them. Please let your friends
listed below know that the alumni office needs
their current address. Or please call the alumni
office at (540) 568-6234 with your classmates'
current addresses. Thank you.
Lois Heatwole Airy
Anne Camper Barley
Barbara Talley Condon
Patsy Mottern Cullen
Margaret Early Hall
Betty Hupman
Anna Smith Johnston
Janet Bowman Martin
Helen Dellinger Miller
Margaret Bozard Mozier
Alice Ovrevik
Betsy Owens
Ulreca Schultz
Dollie Tarrant
Elizabeth Crockett Way
Betty Walters Whittenburg
Frances Wilson
Joyce Bane Windsor
Leon Zirkle

1956
George ''.Jack" Leffel and his wife, Patricia,
send greetings from their home in Broadway,
Va He is a retired college professor and public
school teacher.
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1957

1945

40th Class Reunion Your 40th class reunion
will be held April 4-5! Do we have your CUITent

Evelyn Bare Driver says "hello" from her home
in Harrisonburg. Her grandson, Aaron Hewitt, is
a freshman at ]MU this year.

address? Contact the alumni ofiice at (540) 5686234 to ensure that you receive infonnation on
all ofyour reunion activities.

1947
50th Class Reunion Your 50th class reunion
will be held April 4-5! Do we have your cUITent
address? Contact the alumni ofiice at (540) 5686234 to ensure that you receive intbnnation on
all ofyour reunion activities.

1948
Please help us find your classmates. On April 34, 1998, the class of 1948 will celebrate its 50-year
class reunion, but many of your classmates won't
know about it, because we can't find them Please
let your fiiends listed below know that the alumni
office needs their current addresses. Or please call
the alumni office at (540) 568-6234 with your
classmates' current addresses. Thank you
F1ora Balderson
Margaret Matthews Benson
Catherine Gamer Brueckel

1958
Charlotte Korn Roberts ('52) sends news of
her classmates, who she gathered with in Virginia Beach last June to reminisce, laugh, share
family photos and college memories and even
shed a few tears. Pictured are: (bottom left) Lorraine "Hokie" Warren Strickler, Mancha Holland
White, Bev Brooks Dawson, Charlotte "Corny"
Korn Roberts; (middle left) Marian Marshall
Lodge, Carolyn Copley Wake, Rosalyn Scarborough Hauser, Julia Carter Eubank, Becky
Hooper Tuten; and (top left) Betty Hiner Simmons and Betty Ruth Luck Lambert. Carolyn
Wake entertained at her home in Deltaville last
July for Ding Miller Ansel, who was on her way
to England. Patt King York, Marian Marshall
Lodge, Rosalyn Scarborough Hauser and
"Corny" were present to wish Ding bon voyage.

Please help us find your classmates. On
April 3-4, 1998, the class of 19 5 8 will celebrate
its 40-year class reunion, but many of your
classmates won't know about it, because we
can't find them Please let your friends listed
below know that the alumni office needs their
current address. Or please call the alumni
office at (540) 568-6234 with your classmates'
current addresses. Thank you.
Elizabeth Auten Adams
Patricia Schultz Austin
Mary E Bondurant
Beverly Brown
Rachel Reynolds Haley
Jane Gilbert Hardee
Franklin Hoak
Ellen Homer
Mary Altizer Horten
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Robert Jones
Reisa Frank Kalderon
Margie Layne
Loretta Lovitt
Carolyn Reid Madison
Joseph Purdham
Genis Crowder Richardson
Maude McMurray Roberts
Betty Walker Rudd
Kate Kelley Saufley
Evelyn Arrington Squires
Shirley Stewart
Marjorie Lee Yarger

19B5
Mary Beny has been included in the fifth edition of Who's Who in American Education.
Rita McCabe McClanahan teaches sixthgrade social studies and language arts in Lewes,
Del. She and her husband, Mike, have three
sons and three grandchildren. She is the aunt of
current student Carrie McCabe ('99).

19B7
Judith Peters Sams was named Secondary Teacher of the Year by the
Southern Business Education Association in New Orleans in April 1996.
She has been teaching at Fuqua
School in Farmville, Va, for 21 years and leading
the future Business Leaders ofAmerica chapter,
which was recently recognized as a Virginia
Honor Chapter, the highest recognition given at
the state level.

19B8
Former field hockey standout Carol Horton
was inducted into the ]MU Hall of Fame in
April 1996. She is a teacher and coach at West
Potomac High School in Alexandria, Va
Jo Ann Dudley Poston lives in Lexington, N.C.,
where she is a music instructor at Davidson
County Community College. She was honored
in her field by guest conducting the Mormon
Tabernacle Choir in Salt Lake City in May 1995,
only the third female to conduct in more than
3,000 worldwide broadcasts. In January, the

Lexington Choral Society, which Jo Ann
founded and conducts, celebrated its 25th
anniversary season by performing in New York
City's Carnegie Hall.

1989
Gail Keller Lohr and her husband, Charles
('s9), live in Broadway, Va, where she is a social
studies teacher and he is an antiques dealer
and town manager. Gail travels extensively and
recently spent 22 days in Australia She is listed
in Who's Who ofAmerican Teachers, is a member of Folk Lore of Rockingham County and
serves on the board of directors of the Rockingham-Harrisonburg SPCA

1971
Donna Farmer Butler was honored last May
with a John Marshall Foundation Award, given
for excellence in teaching the U.S. Constitution.
She lives in Mechanicsville, Va, with her husband, Raymond.

1972
Peg Cassidy is a director for American Express
Bank and is responsible for monitoring the
bank's international portfolio in the Far East.

1973

J
A

Mary Beverley Kotek and her husband,
Joseph, live in Warrenton, Va., with their daughter Coreyanne. Mary is a civilian licensed clinical social worker for the U.S. Army.
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Avoid costly capital gains tax by glvM"hi ly app,eciated stocks
tD JMU You may ~ a t e ~ gtft to bin
your favorite JMU college. department, s<iool or ~ m .

8. If yet.I own stock through a broker, electrlnlc transfer of those
stocks can occur by contacting:

Crestar Bank- Institutional Services Dep4rtment. DTC #2106
Attention: John Geraghfy. Assistant Vice President
Institutional Custody
Richmond, VA 23261-6665
Specify James Madison University Foundation Inc. - Account #10994501.
Please notify John Geraghty at (804) 782-7191 at the time of transfer.

Ill If you personally are In pqssession of your stock certificates,
contact Don R. Moore H, Assectate Vice President. Unlverslfy
Advancement at (540) 568-3198.

1974
James "Cowboy" Hlnnegan is a vice president
and senior financial consultant with Merrill
Lynch in New Jersey.
Steve McDaniel was elected at Homecoming
to serve as co-leader of the Marching Royal
Dukes alumni chapter for the 1996-97 term.

1975
David Hyder and his wife, Sharon, live in
Church Hill, Va He has been president of Richmond Engraving Co. since 1987.

197B
Don Bedner is a systems engineer for Universal Systems Inc. Don lives in Herndon, Va, with
his wife, Paula (Clark '77). She works in
accounting for FedComp Inc.
Joe Bookataub has joined the Logistix Company as vice president of operations and chair
ofits Operations Council.
Patti Turner Chappell is a coordinator of
instructional technology for kindergarten
through !2th grade with Powhatan County Pub-

lie Schools. She and her family live in
Midlothian, Va

John R Pierce ill and his wife, Sandra, live in
Spruce Pine, N.C., where he works in music
evangelism

1977
Gary Acord is vice president and chief financial
officer for Artisoft Inc. in Tucson, Ariz.

Sharon Raye Brill is president and CEO of
RAELYN-Graphics Printing Advertising in
Chantilly, Va Her company received the 1996
Fairfax County Chamber of Commerce Homebased Business-of-the-Year award last May
Bill Dunn is the new Metro Washington
alumni chapter leader for 1996-97.
Donna Farnandez Eckberg and her husband,
Kent, live in Texas, where she is national sales
manager for Johnson & Johnson Medical Inc.
She joined the company in 1988.

Marshal Ausberry is pastor of Antioch Baptist
Church in Fairfax Station, Va He and his wife,
Robyn (Duke '79) have three children.
Maj. Christopher Blanchard recently graduated from the Naval War College in Newport,
RI., and received his master's in national security and strategies studies. He joined the U.S.
Marine Corps in February 1981.

Katerina Koon Yancey and her husband,
Dwayne ('79), live in Fincastle, Va, with their
children Raln and Keith. Katerina works for
Save-X Inc., and Dwayne is special content
coordinator of The Roanoke Tunes.

1982
Vince Gerard and his wife, Karen, recently
moved to Tampa, Fla, with their children, Jack,
Colin and Laura Vince is deputy special advisor
to the commander-in-chief of Central Command of the U.S. Military
Paul Harnett is vice president and general
manager for Seaport Marketplace Inc. in the
Wall Street area of lower Manhattan. He manages the day-to-day activities of the Seaport, one
of eight urban marketplaces throughout the
United States.
Robert Mangone lives in Dublin,
Ohio, and is vice president and management supervisor of Lord, Sullivan
& Yoder Inc. He joined LSY in 1993-

19 81
Lt. Cmdr. Sinclair M. Harris is serving aboard

the guided missile destroyer USS Benfold, one
of the Navy's newest high-tech warships. He is
one of 341 sailors handpicked to serve on the
ship's first crew. He joined the U.S. Navy in
October 1981.

Diane Simon Roe is a senior research analyst
for Baylor University Medical Center. She and
her husband, Charles, live in Texas with their
daughter, Christine Michelle.

J.B.

Tuttle ('84/MA) was named 1996 Journalism Teacher of the Year by the Richmond

Roger furr Jr. is director of corporate contracts for The Mitre Corp. He
and his wife, Leah Ann, live in Herndon, Va.
Shelly Wagoner Hosford is vice
president of information systems for
Southland Life Insurance Co. in
Atlanta Sheliy and her family live in
Alpharetta, Ga

Look for

a

c!YJ~ d6t!Mal .
in the August issue 6fMontpelter
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1978
Mehdi Adldoost is hotel operations manager
for Vrrginia Tech's Donaldson Brown Hotel and
Conference Center.
Martha Dudley is manager of Roaring Twenties Antiques in Madison, Va., and is one of
the founding members of "Friends of Route
29," a citizens' committee working to preserve
the quality oflife in the U.S. 29 corridor.
Laura Chisom Goad received an Ed.D. in
administration and supervision of special education from Virginia Tech.
Rita Marie Purcell is program coordinator of

the speech-language pathology and audiology
program at Longwood College.

Mark Yosway is a field agent for the Knights
of Columbus. He lives in Madison, Ala, outside
of Huntsville.

1979
Jeanne Eggleston Ashbridge and her husband, Byron ('79), reside in Wyoming, Del., with
their triplets, lyler, Sean and Megan, and son,
Matthew. Byron is president of NationsBank
and serves on the board of directors of
Delaware State University and the American
Institute of Bankers.
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Starting in the summer issue
of Montpelier, her

d1Jt1&1@1te !J:r1?/ta/
will highlight stories, anecdotes and
memories of JMU's past and excerpts from her
soon-to-be-published history of the university.

School traditions • Archival photos • Memorable professors,
staff and students • Personal reflections

Tll1les-Dispatch. He is an English teacher and
staff adviser for the school newspaper at
Monacan High School in Midlothian, Va

-----------,

r------------·

1983

otta' new job?

Christie Moniz Barham, of Colorado Springs,
Colo., teaches juvenile offenders at CHINS UP
and is working on her Ph.D. in education and
administration at Oxford Graduate School. She
and her husband, Brian, have a son, Bret.

ou just get married?

Robin Hogge Brockmiller is a private math
tutor. She lives in Seaford, Va, with her husband,
Steve, and their two children, Blake and Aubrey.
Karen C. Clark ('94/M.BA) is an administrative
director of clinical labs with the Augusta Medical
Center in Flshersville, Va, where she lives with
her husband, William, and daughter, Katelyn.
John Edgell is the legislative director for U.S.
Congressman Joseph Kennedy. He resides in
Washington, D.C., with his wife, Bradley.

Is there an addition to your fi mily?
Let your classmates know what's going on in your life!
Full Name (include maiden) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Class Year _ _ _ __
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Carol Hoss Peniccio and her husband, Mike
('84), live in Raleigh, N.C., with their daughters,
Casey and Kelly. Mike is regional human
resource director for Marriott Corp., and Carol is
a part-time pharmaceutical sales associate for
Hoechst Marion Roussel.
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19 84
Tenie Tucker Besnier and her husband Jeff
('83/M.BA '88) live in Richmond, Va. She works
in buying and selling electricity with The
Wholesale Power Group at Virginia Power. Jeff
is a manager in the risk operations department
at Capital One.

State _ __

City
Phone: home (

ZIP _ __

work (

E-mail
Spouse (include maiden) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

JMU Class Year _ _
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Peggy Murray Clark and Denise Murray ('89)
showed their Purple Pride by cheering on
Charles Haley ('87) of the Dallas Cowboys at
the 1996 ProBowl at Aloha Stadium in Hawaii.
William Dyer works in sports public relations
for Syracuse University, where his teams have
won the Gator Bowl, placed second in the
NCM Basketball F'mal Four, and made semifinals in the NCM Lacrosse Final Four.
Laura Stokes Henry is a client executive with
IBM in Orlando, Fla. She relocated last January
with husband, Mike, and daughters, Alden
and Abby.
Selina Balarzs Heslep has been working in
the Chesterfield County School System for 12
years and is a music specialist at Wool.ridge

Please send your class notes to
by mail: JMU Office of Alumni Relations
Attn: Class Notes, Chandler Hall Suite 133
Harrisonburg, VA 22807

by fax:
(540) 568-3494
by e-mail: alumnUink@jmu.edu
by www: http://www.jmu.edu/alumni/

To submit a class note for publication in Montpelier, include full name (including maiden), class
year, spouse's name and class year and children's names and ages. Please note that pending
activities and news will not be published. Please send notice after weddings and births and completion of advanced degrees. [Class notes received before Jan. 15, 1997, will appear in May.] Marriages: list full names, date of wedding, and where you live. Future Dukes: Include both parents'
names, child's full name, date of birth, siblings' names and ages. Mail your submissions early!

+ Every effott will be made ID run class notes in a timely manner: Oass notes will
appear on a first-come, first-seived basis, according ID the date received in the
Office of Alumni Relations and the total quantity of class notes received.
Montpelier will be published in M;;r; 1997, August 1997, November 1997
and Februaiy 1998.

Elementary in Midlothian, Va, as well as the
music director at St. Mark's United Methodist
Church. She and her husband, Donnie, have a
son, Donnie III.
Craig Markva was named director of constituent services for the Office ofVirginia Governor George Allen in Richmond. Craig joined the
governor's staff in 1994.

Jeffrey Scales is a teacher at Cumberland Elementary School. He resides in Cartersville, Va
with his wife, Olinga, and their two daughters.
Robert Stuart was selected to exhibit his art
work at the 1996 Juried Regional Art Exhibit in
Staunton, Va

1985
Jack H. Albert Jr. is president of Massanutten
Academy in Woodstock, Va Albert and his wife,
Betty, have two children, Matthew and Ashley.
K Pearson Brown won a Hometown Video
Festival Award in the category of magazine format. She is assistant director of public relations
for the American Physical Therapy Association

Turnaround
When David Grimm ('74)
received Long John Silver's 1995 Franchisee of the Year award, it topped 21
years of success,
including an
impressive turnaround. As district
manager Grimm
took on a struggling
Virginia Beach
Long John Silver
franchise for its
new owner, LJS executive Ray Brewer.
The restaurants had been neglected
financially, and employee morale was
at rock bottom.
In the 21 years since the restaurants' reconstruction, Grimm has
added three new stores (for a total of
ro in southeastern Vuginia) and has
managed to place his sales average
above the corporate average by 35 percent. Today he serves on the LJS
National Franchise Advisory Board and
the Board of Directors of the Virginia
Hospitality and To1Vel Association
Grimm credits his success with
putting the customer first and incentives and morale building for his
employees. And he's hands on Visit
one of his restaurants and you'll see
the franchise's executive vice president working right alongside his
employees.
David and his wife, Susan, have
been married for 21 years and have a
daughter, Tracey.

and is directing a public service announcement
for the National Multiple Sclerosis Society.
Julie Mullinax Crawford and her husband,
Richard, live in Wichita, Kan., where she is an
account manager with AON Risk Services Inc.
Julie earned her Chartered Property and Casualty Underwriter designation
Elizabeth Wiersema Greer is a special education teacher with New Hanover County Schools
in Wilmington, N.C., where she lives with her
husband, Bradley.

Ken Harper is assistant principal bass for the
Colorado Symphony Orchestra in Denver. He
regularly performs in schools across Colorado
with the chamber groups "Up Close and Musical" and "Once Upon a Time." He expresses
special thanks to ]MU bass teacher Sam Cross,
"one of the finest teachers I know;" for preparing him for graduate school and his professional career. Ken and his wife, Amy, a cellist,
live in Denver.
Jason Hartman has been promoted to senior
manager with the accounting finn of Brown,
Edwards & Company, LLP Jason has been a
certified public accountant with the finn since
1986. His responsibilities include large audit
and tax assignments, supervision of engagements and some administrative functions.
Elaine Toth Hinsdale is director of communications with the Electronic Industries Association
in Arlington, Va, which sponsors six Consumer
Electronics Shows each year. She works with
several other JMU alumni to promote CES,
including director of sales Dan Cole ('87), sales
team member Kirk Smallwood ('91) and Carter
Ullrich ('92), who markets CES internationally.

now stays home with her two children, Jacob
and Caroline. Carol also works part time from
her home in Richmond, Va, as a certified public
accountant and telecommuter for Avalon Properties Inc., a real estate and development company in Washington, D.C.
Kimberly Moss has relocated to Wilmington,
Del, where she is district business manager
with the Zeneca Pharmaceuticals Group.

4'on Eaton Pritcher and her husband, Jeffrey,
live in Chapel Hill, N.C., where she is a graduate
student at the School of Information and library
Science at the University of North Carolina

19 87
Charles Haley, defensive end for the Dallas
Cowboys, was inducted into the JMU Hall of
Fame in April 1996.
Allison Falk Ribeiro is a Head Start teacher for
Fairfax County Public Schools. She and her husband, Roger, live in Fairfax, Va, with their son,
Antonio Arlindo Jon
Elaine Stephanos Roddy and her husband,
Jonathan ('85), live in Chicago. She is a marketing business development coordinator with
Sonnenschein Nath and Rosenthal, and he is a
branch manager with LCI International.
John VanGrinsven is sales and marketing
manager for U.S. Industries. He lives in King of
Prussia, Pa., with his wife, Bonnie, and daughter, Andrea.
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Louise Dybro Kelly is a speech-language
pathologist for the Charlotte Institute of Rehabilitation She lives in Charlotte, N.C., with her
husband, Christopher, and their daughter, Ashlynn Irene.
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1988

Bill Evans and his wife, Janet, live in
North Carolina, where he is director
of development and community
relations for Hospice at Greensboro.
He handles fund raising, communications and special events. He is working on his
master's in public health at the University of
North Carolina at Greensboro.

Margaret Gregory Whitt and her husband,
Gary, returned to Vuginia after teaching in St.
Petersburg, Russia Margaret and her daughter,
Hannah, are pictured here showing their JMU
spirit in front of St. Basil's Cathedral in Moscow.
Kirn Wright is an assistant professor of physical

education at Bridgewater College.
John Harsh is senior production planner at
Merck & Company's Elkton, Va, plant.
lee Koblenz is a traffic reporter with Extra ro4
(\VXIR-FMJ, out of Washington, D.C. Lee also
writes screenplays, voices commercials, narrates
industrial videos and pitches for PBS station
WVPT-1V in the Shenandoah Valley.
Carol Layton Melton, after working for Arthur
Andersen & Co. and as the supervisor of operations and budgets for Robertshaw Controls Co.,

1988
John Dever was named Garlic King of the 1996
Washington, D.C., Garlic Festival.
Leslie Sparks DeBellas and her husband, John,
live in Herndon, Va, where she is a supervisor
with the National Imagery and Mapping Agency.
Llsa Russell Jackson is godmother to Jordan
Elizabeth Cooke, daughter of Beth Christian

Cooke ('89) and her husband, Don.

EX LIHRIS
Books by ]MU alumni
BriefLanding on the
Earth's Surface

University ofWisconsin
Press, 1996
ISBN 0299152049
Juanita Brunk ('79/M.FA), former
poet-in-residence at the University of
Wisconsin. Her poems have appeared
in Southern Poetry Review, Poet Lore,
Cimmaron Review, Passages North
and The American Poetry Review.

The most ordinary moments are
infused with an awareness of the lost
past and a kind of prescience of the
future. From one setting to another these poems give voice to the human
longing for permanence, home and
connection. Winner of the Brittingham Prize in Poetry.
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Femalines: Phases
ofFemale Feline
Phenomena

Torrance Press, 1994
ISBN 0929523II3

Nancy Worthington ('69/M.FA),
sculptor and artist. Her works have
been selected for exhibitions in
France, Germany, Denmark, Brazil
and the United States.
Femalines features prints of her
12 collages of women turning into
cats and back again. Worthington
contends that cats and women - in
parallel climbs and fulls - have been
similarly revered and reviled throughout history. Her text draws on her
research into mythology, paganism
and Christianity.

Kyle Ritchie, his wife, Lisa, and son, Skyler, live
in Charlotte, N.C., where he is the scoreboard
manager for the Carolina Panthers.
Susan Truslow Simonton and her husband,

Scott, live in Charleston, Vv.va, where she is
the executive director of the Regional Family
Resource Network. They have two children,
Tucker and Sarah.
Jeff Smith lives in Virginia Beach with his wife,

Fritz Schroeder is director of annual giving at
The Johns Hopkins University and lives in Ellicott City, Md.
Stephanie Musso-Shemo received her mas-

ter's in special education from Penn State University. She lives in Massachusetts with her husband, Robert, and is a language pathologist at
Beverly Hospital.
Cynthia Gerson Szwarckop is a city planner
for the Planning Department of Raleigh, N.C.,
where she resides with her husband, Andrew.

Kerry, and their two daughters.

1990

Jennifer Sutton is pursuing a Ph.D. in English

at the University of Oregon.

Beth Carline is the new Charlotte alumni

chapter leader for 1996-1997.

1989

Barbara Seaholm Antonetti and her husband,

Scott, live in Wisconsin, where she teaches
fourth grade at Bain Elementary
Conchita LaShay Austin lives in Atlanta, Ga,
where she is a quality assurance technician in
research and development at ThermoPac.

Capt. Brian Burgess graduated from the Combat Engineer Officer Course at Marine Corps
Engineer School at Camp Lejeune, N.C. He
joined the U.S. Marine Corps in February 1984.

Vincent Cash and his wife, Melody, live in Har-

risonburg, where he is director of the adult
degree completion program at Eastern Mennonite University.

I

Mary Michalski De Luca and her

husband, Mark, live in Columbia, Md.,
where she is director of media relations for the Community Colleges of Baltimore
County. In May 1995, she received her master's in
publications design at the University of Baltimore
and earned the 1995 Ampersand Award for
exceptional creativity, energy and achievement in
writing and graphic design

Kim Carpenter was elected co-leader of the

Marching Royal Dukes alumni chapter.
Beth Christian Cooke and her husband, Don,
live in Springfield, Va, with their children,
Jonathan and Jordan. Beth teaches fourth grade
at Clermont Elementary School, and Don is
assistant athletic director at Lee High School.
Timothy Garritty lives in Manhattan Beach,

Calif, where he is a national account manager
for Sprint.

Karen Knight Good ('94/M.S.) teaches English
grammar and literature to enlisted m arines at
Camp Lejeune Marine Corps Base in Jacksonville, N.C. Her husband, Jon ('94), is a
first lieutenant serving with Third Battalion/
Sixth Marines.
Nancy Gottheimer received her nursing
degree from Blue Ridge Community College
and lives in Roanoke, Va, where she works
in the Coronary Care Unit at Roanoke Memorial Hospital.

Nannie Mae Lewis is a vocational specialist for
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Fun With Pup
Activity Book

T
y

Pelican Publishing, 1996
ISBN 1565542304

Loudoun County Mental Health and Mental
Retardation Services. She and her husband,
Jerry, live in Upperville, Va

Scott Kiefer is assistant professor of military
Jim Mwphy was elected as the new Atlanta

John Rose ('86), syndicated car-

toonist. His "Kids Home Newspaper"
page, an activity page for children, is
carried by zoo-plus papers in North
America He also does political cartoons for Harrisonburg's Daily News-

science at Western Kentucky University.

alumni chapter leader.
Cynthia Mang is a graphic artist for CACI in
David Odom is a loan officer with the Sallie

Arlington, Va.

Mae Corp. He and his wife, Deidre, live in
Springfield, Va, with their new daughter,
Simone Louise.

David Moseley is North American Operations

Record.

The book is a compilation of
more than 250 of Rose's favorite
pages ofactivities ranging from
coloring and solving word puzzles
and scrambles to secret codes and
images all featuring Pup. The book
is intended for children ages 5-12
needing some diversion on a rainy
day or during a long car ride.

Emily Hoole ('95/MA) is the new Shenandoah
Valley alumni chapter leader for 1996-1997.

Sandra Drinkwater Presgraves is a financial
planning associate with Potomac Fmancial Group
in Gaithersburg, Md
Meg Randels is pursuing her master's in physical therapy at the Medical College of Pennsylvania and Hahnemann University in Philadelphia

PPAP coordinator for Delphi Packard Electric
Systems. He lives in El Paso, Texas.
Michele Peirano Mwphy and her husband,

Brian, live in North Brunswick, N.J., and work for
Cosmair Inc., a division of I'.Oreal. Michele is a
bilingual purchasing agent, and Brian is a technical packaging engineer.
Joe Robinson received a doctor of medicine

Lyn Savedge, former alumni relations staff

member, is marketing manager for the Council
for Advancement and Support of Education in
Washington, D.C. She lives in Alexandria

degree from the University of California at Davis
School of Medicine, and is performing a transitional internship at the University of Tunnessee
Medical Center at Knoxville.

Thea Popish Wilson and her husband, William,
live in Hillsborough, N.C., with their son, Logan.
Thea is a business manager for Kovens Construction Co. in Chapel Hill

1991
Silvia Park Barrett, an associate buyer for
Speny Marine Inc., lives in Charlottesville with
her husband, Edward.
William Delany is an associate in Philadelphia,
Pa, with the nation's fourth largest law firm, Morgan, Lewis & Bockius. He is practicing in the
labor and employment law section William
received his law degree in 1994 from
Villanova University School of Law.
Tipton Flshburn ill lives in Arlington, Va, with his wife, Karen, and
daughter, Callie. He is a loan coordinator with
Sovereign Bank
Michelle Harmon Hollingsworth and her
husband, Rusty, live in Memphis, Tenn., where
she teaches kindergarten at Arlington Elementary School.

Capt. Matthew Hanis was promoted to his
present rank while serving with Headquarters
Battery, 14th Marines, Fourth Marine Division,
Naval Air Force Station in Dallas, Texas. He
joined the Marine Corps in January 1992.
David Jones began a 27-month term in March
1996 with the U.S. Peace Corps in the Republic
of Senegal, advising Senegalese entrepreneurs
on modem business practices. He was associate
director of the South Carolina World 'Irade Center in Charleston
Sarah Leonard received her Master of Arts in
Education degree from Virginia Tech. Sarah is a
middle school guidance counselor..
Manette "Mandy" Menitt, a Ph.D. candidate in
chemistry at Lehigh University, was awarded the
Edward D. Amstutz Fellowship in September
1996. The award is given to an outstanding
chemistry student who served as a teaching
assistant in the preceding year.
Jill George Ryon is a systems engineer for EDS
ofAtlanta She currently resides in Acworth, Ga,
with her husband, John
Keny Ann Sheehan lives in Falls Church, Va,
and works in sales for Oracle Corp.
Anne Marie Strickler is the new Richmond
alumni chapter leader for 1996-97. She is a
visual development administrator and an interior designer for the Heilig Meyers Corp.
Chris 'fyree, a staff photographer at The Star
Democra~ is a winner of the Pictures of the Year
competition sponsored by the National Press
Photographers Association and the University
of Missouri School of Journalism. Since receiving the award, Chris was given an excellence
award by Chesapeake Publishers. He recently

completed redesigning his newspaper. Chris
lives in Easton, Md., with his wife, Melanie.
Brenda Wolf Whitman, Esquire, is now an
associate with the law firm of Marshall, Dennehey, Warner, Coleman & Goggin's Philadelphia office.
Julie P. Whorton is a software engineer for Lockhead ofAnnapolis and lives in Ellicott City, Md

1992
Christina Lavarre Auch lives in Waynesboro,
Va, with her husband, Jamie, and their daughter, Casey. Christina is a free-lance writer.

Lori Brock graduated in May 1996 from the
University of Georgia with a Ph.D. in physical
chemistry. She is a combustion chemist at Sandia National Laboratories in Livermore, Calif
A-J Fischer, former Richmond alumni chapter
leader, lives in Charlotte, N.C., and works for
NationsBank's new credit card program

The Dickinson Law Review published an article
in March 1996 by Michael K Gottlieb, titled
"Pennsylvania's Leamfare Experiment Real Welfare Reform or Politics as Usual?" Michael
received his law degree from the Dickinson
School ofLaw inJune 1996.
James Overton Gregory was a member of the
1996 Olympic Team as a modern pentathlon
reserve athlete. He and his wife, Bonnibelle, live
in Texas, where he is a Medical Platoon Leader
for the Fort Hood F'lfSt Calvary Edition

Thompson Strode received a Ph.D. in chemistry from Virginia Tech. He is a postdoctoral
research scientist at Virginia Tech.

1993

A limited nwnber of yearbooks for the dass of
1992-93 are available through the Bluestone
Office. Please call Amy Keller at (540) 568-6541.
nistan Armer graduated from the Cumberland School of Law in Birmingham, Ala, in May
1996 and passed the Alabama State Bar exam in
July 1996. He is an associate attorney with the
Law Offices ofAnna M. Wllliams in Mobile, Ala
Brooke Stacy Ballantyne is a Ph.D. candidate
in molecular cancer biology at Duke University.
Deanne Heyer Browning is an admissions
counselor for Huntington College. Deanne lives
in Montgomery, Ala, with her husband, Capt.
Brenton Browning.
Amit Desai is enrolled in the M.BA program at
The Graduate School of Business at The College ofWllliam and Mary.
Erika Freihage was elected as the New England
alumni chapter leader.

Suzanne Lahey lives in New York City and is
an assistant marketing manager for Money
magazine.
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Paul Holland is Pure Software's vice president,
Europe. Holland opened the European operation in October 1994.
Jennifer Kelsey was awarded a Doctor of Optometry degree from the
Pennsylvania College of Optometry
in Philadelphia
Paul L Martin is president of the Premier
Atlanta Mortgage Co. in Atlanta, Ga He is
enrolled in the M.S. Real Estate Program at
Georgia State University.
Julia Merkel teaches part time in the JMU
School of Art and Art History and is assistant
curator of the JMU Foundation art collection
Julia was selected to exhibit her work in the
1996 Juried Regional Art Exhibit in Staunton, Va
Daryl Peifer is vice president for advancement
at Eastern Mennonite University.

Scott Satchell was elected as the new Greater
Peninsula alumni chapter leader.
Tunothy Schools is a senior financial analyst
with Sonat Inc. He lives in Birmingham, Ala.,
with his wife, Tara, and his son, Joshua Lewis.

E

If it's on the Panthers' scoreboard,
chances are Kyle Ritchie ('88) is
responsible. As the Charlotte, N.C.,
football team's
scoreboard operations manager,
Ritchie prepares
and coordinates
virtually everything
fans see and hear
at games in Ericeson Stadium.
With state-of-the-art electronics,
including two PantherVision screens,
two strip boards and a game-inprogress board, an engineer and 28
audio-video assistants, Ritchie stagemanages the game's instant replays,
cheer leading, music, advertising, mascot routines and PA announcements
about ticket information and contests.
Ritchie says he considers his greatest
challenge the task offitting all of that
programming into the short amount
of time he is allotted for each game.
Before settling down with the
Panthers, Ritchie worked the baseball
circuit, including stints with the Baltimore Orioles and the F1orida Marlins.
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Joe O'Carroll is a goalkeeper for the Richmond
Kickers soccer team.
Kim Tufts and Carl Lewis ('92) celebrated their
engagement at Homecoming last Oct. 5. Carl
surprised Kim by proposing to her with a little

help from the Duke Dog, who presented her
with an engagement ring.
Michael O'Mara received his law degree from
the Dickenson School ofLaw in June 1996.
Robin Davis Sekula is a reporter for the New
Bern, N.C., Sun Joumal. She resides in Pollocksville with her husband, Gregory.
Uyen Le Sheeran works in cosmetic sales for
the Hecht Co. She and her husband, Thomas
('93), live in Fairfax, Va
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Former Breeze editor-in-chief
Alison Boyce ('96) counts herself
among the lucky few - the lucky 17, to
be exact. Last summer she and 16
other students and
college graduates
were chosen from
more than 700
applicants nationwide for the Washington Poses premiere internship program
"I was very lucky to graduate from
college and get my dream job at my
dream newspaper - and have it be as
good a place to work as I hoped it
would be."
Perks of her sports copy editing
internship included weekly luncheons with professional journalists,
including Bob Woodward. More
importantly, her association with the
Post continues. She works full time
now for the Post's newly launched
insert, The Prince William Extra.
"I do a little bit of everything in
the job ... including designing the section's layout," she says. "It's kind of
like being sports editor at The Breeze
again, which was ajob I loved."

Daniel R Spensieri is teaching English in
Costa Rica under WorldTeach, a private nonprofit organi2ation based at Harvard University

Lance Cpl. Vernon Talley graduated from the
reserve administration course at Marine Corps
Service Support Schools, Marine Corps Base,
Camp Lejeune, N.C. He joined the Marine
Corps in January 1996.

1995
A limited number of yearbooks for the class of
1994-95 are available through the Bluestone
OfB.ce Please call Amy Keller at (540) 568-6541.

Stacy Friedl is assistant general manager for the
Hampton Inn in Staunton, Va She joined the
company in June 1994.

Christina Sargent Wood is an account representative with The American funds Group in
Norfolk, Va Christina and her husband, Bob,
reside in Virginia Beach.

Paige Koontz Kidd is a public relations coordinator for Conway Marketing Communications
of Knoxville, Tenn., where she lives with her
husband, Steven

Diane Heather Worringham now lives in
Atoka, Okla, where she is the lead counselor for
JC Mental Health Services.

J. Samuel 1yree and his wife, Wendy Harris
1yree, live in Alexandria, Va Sam is a project
staffing assistant with Louis Borgess Associates
and Wendy is a budget analyst for the USDA

1994

1996

A limited number ofyearbooks for the class of
1993-94 are available through the Bluestone
OfB.ce. Please call Amy Keller at (540) 568-6541.

Frank Joseph Kaminski Jr. has joined the

2nd Lt. Ronald Lee Bolan, Jr., is a registered
nurse on the Neurotrauma Critical Care Unit at
RA Cowley Shock 1rauma Center. He lives in
Frederick, Md., with his wife, Jackie, and son,
Conner.

Jeffrey Tuylor works for NationsBank in Charlotte, N.C.

Danielle Ferguson is a law student at the University of Richmond.

1985/Ken Harper and Amy Harr on July 29,
1996. They live in Denver, Colo.

Charles Goolsby was selected to exhibit his
artwork in the 1996 Juried Regional Art Exhibit
in Staunton, Va

1987/Elaine Stephanos and Jonathan Roddy
('85) on Sept. 2, 1995. They live in Chicago.

Beth Hemmeter received her master's in
speech-language pathology from Loyola College
in May 1996. She is a speech pathologist with
Henning & Cole Therapy Associates and works
primarily with nursing homes in Baltimore.
Tara Lane sends thanks to Bob Starr of the JMU
Video Network for his help preparing her for
her career. She lives in Atlanta, Ga, where she is
a videographer for live concerts at Chastain
Ampitheater, the nation's eighth-largest grossing amphitheater.
Carla Van Pelt was selected to exhibit her artwork, a painting titled "Family Bible," in the
1996 Juried Regional Art Exhibit in Staunton, Va
Carla was one of six artists who received an
award of distinction.

Marine 2nd Lt. Melvin T. Wooding recently
completed the Marine Corps Adjutant Course.
Melvin was prepared for duties as squadron
and battalion adjutant.
Brian Zarahn is a legislative correspondent for
Rep. Gary Ackerman (D-N.Y), handling foreign
affairs, defense, trade and immigration issues.

accounting firm of Phibbs, Burkholder, Geisert
& Huffinan. He is married and has twin boys.

WEDDINGS

1988/Jacqueline Fazio and Robert Lehman on
Oct. 28, 1995. They live in Frederick, Md.
1989/Clarence H. Brooks and Tonja Roberts on
Nov. 25, 1995. They are attorneys and live in
Portsmouth, Va
1989/Stephanie Musso and Robert Shemo in
January 1995.
1990/Mary Michalski and Mark De Luca on
Sept. 30, 1995. They live in Columbia, Md.
1990/Michele Peirano and Brian Murphy on
April 20, 1~96. They live in North Brunswick, N.J.
1990/Jeff Smith and Beth Shiner on July 6,
1996. They live in Richmond, Va
1991 /Elaine Monee Minus and Michael
Rucker on April 13, 1996. They live in Silver
Springs, Md.
1991 /Carissa South and David Lloyd on May
18, 1996.
1993/Robyn L Davis and Gregory Sekula on
June 1, 1996. They live in Pollocksville, N.C.
1993/Susan Elmore and Michael Pfautz ('93)
on Oct. 12, 1996. They live in Wayne, Pa
1993/Uyen Le and Thomas Sheeran ('93) on
April 20, 1996. They live in Fairfax, Va

Health Insurance
for the
Student
Body
STUDENT
SELECT "

Health Insurance for fulltime and grad students

• Guaranteed Acceptance
• Affordable • Quality
• Choice of Doctor & Hospitals
• Portable
• Excellent Cove rage

r984/I'errie Tucker and Jeff Besnier ('83/MBA '88) were married Sept 30, 1995, in Richmond, Va.
The couple, who met at an alumni chapter meeting in Richmond, made their wedding a }MU occasion. Pictured front row Oeft) are Dick Besnier, father of the groom and former }MU wrestling coach
('75-86), Steve Wicks ('84), Debbie Eastham Kountz ('84), Rachel Reveles ('85), Valerie Baker ('84),
the bride and groom, Cindy Gallimore Oullete ('86), Elizabeth Keane Richards ('85), linda Cassidy Mlnarik ('84), Joel Fischer ('89), Jacque Cox Drake ('84) and Alex Boyer ('83). Back row OettJ:
retired }MU Athletics Director Dean Ehlers, Fred Rice ('85), Carl La.Boue ('84), Russell Fleetwood
('80/M.BA '82), Bob Blair ('79), Deb Weissart Cottonnan ('83), Tun Doherty ('84), Jeff Martin ('84)
and Mary Kay Seidell Marchetti ('85).

covers: office visits. hospitalization and
surgery, intensive care. emergency care.
outpatient services plus more.
This is not "bare bones" coverage.

• S1 MILLION of Protection •
• $100,000 per illness or injury •
for more information contact

BRUCE ALLEN
1994/John Clifford Daub and Michele Marie
Harris on April 14, 1996. They live in Texas.

1984/Joanne Boyd Paulson and her husband,
Danny, a son, Kyle Daniel, Nov. 5, 1995.

1994/Elizabeth Mann and Hill Mallory II
('93) on July 20, 1996. They live in Ashland, Va.

1985 /Charlotte Dempsey Pendleton and her
husband, Dean, a son, Spencer Lawrence,
March 23, 1996.

1994/Margaret A Ross and Michael L Christle ('94) on July 22, 1995. They live in Roanoke.

FUTURE DUKES
1976/Patti lluner Chappell and her husband,
James, a second son, Jacob James "Jake," Feb.
20, 1996.
1979/Pam Allen Carney and her husband,
Keith ('78), a second daughter, Holly Marie, Feb.
25, 1995. She joins sister, laura.
1982/Diane Simon Roe and her husband,
Charles, a daughter, Christine Michelle, July r6,
1995.
1983/Helen Bowden Alley and her husband,
Mark, their second son, Peter Jessup, June 30,
1994.
1983/Robin Hogge Brockmiller and her husband, Steve, a daughter, Aubrey Lynn, May 13,
199 5. She joins brother, Blake.
1983/Linda Varlen Smith and her husband,
Bryan, a daughter, Sasha Marie, April 2, 1996.
She joins brother, Sam.
1983/Vrrginia Bond Turner and her husband,
Steven, a daughter, Emily Elizabeth, Dec. 13, 1995.
1984/I.aura Simmons-Smith and her husband, Sam ('84), a daughter, Virginia Simmons,
March 19, 1996.
1985 /Louise Dybro Kelly and her husband,
Christopher, a daughter, Ashlynn Irene Kelly,
Nov. 28, 1994.

1986/Llsa Bunch Kelly and her husband,
Steve ('84), a second son, Michael, Sept. 21,
1995. He joins brother, Matthew.
1986/Nancy Stout Richards and her husband,
Eric, a son, Logan, Jan. 15, 1996.
1987/Pat McFeeley and his wife, Shauna, twin
daughters, Ashley and Madison, March 26,
1996. They join sister, Amanda
1987/Allison Fallk Ribeiro and her husband,
Roger, a son, Antonio Arlinda Jon, Jan. 14, 1996.
1988/Nancy Blessing Mammano and her
husband, Vmcent, a son, Frank William, in
November 1995.
1988/Michelle Miller Murphy and her husband, Dan ('88), a daughter, Kelsey Colleen,
March 29, 1995.
1988/Kyle Ritchie and his wife, Lisa, a son,
Skyler Andrew, June 2 5, 1996.
1988/Susan lruslow Simonton and her husband, Scott, a daughter, Sarah Ashby, April 4,
199 5. She joins brother, Tucker.
1988/JeffSmith and hjs wife, Kerry, a daughter,
Maggie Cavell, Feb. 12, 1996.
1989/Beth Christian Cooke and her husband,
Don, a daughter, Jordan Elizabeth, May 17, 1996.
She joins brother, Jonathan.
1989/Beth Ann Scheller Miller and her husband, Bruce, a son, Robert Bruce III, July 29, 1994.

Planned Benefit SeNices
2492 Wh itney Court
Charlottesville, VA 22901
800-621-3863 • 804-973-3731

TIME INSURANCE COMPANY
501 West Michigan
Milwaukee, WI 53203
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DON'TLET
GRADUATION MEAN THE
END TO YOUR HEALTH
INSURANCE
You've worked hard for that diploma.
So don't let an unnecessary gap in
insurance cove rage get in your way.
Whether you're coming off your parents' plan or waiting for coverage
through a new employer, a Short Term
Medical plan from Time Insurance is
the answer. Time's easy and affordable
coverage plans were designed with
you r specific needs in mind. The benefits are exce llent. there's a cho ice of
coverage periods. and the policy can
be issued right on the spot. Don't take
chances with your future.
Call us today.

Planned Benefit Services
S. Bruce Allen
2492 Whitney Ct.
Charlottesville, VA 22901
(804) 973-3731
(804) 621-3863
Provide rs of Annuities, Life,
Health & Disability Insurance
TIME INSURANCE COMPANY
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1989/David Odom and his wife, Deidre, a
daughter, Simone Louise, April 30, 1996.
1989/Sandra Drinkwater Presgraves and her
husband, Andrew, their second child, Samuel,
Feb. 5, 1996.
1989/David Reardon and his wife, Melanie, a
son, David Hunter, June 21, 1996.
1989/Andy lrout and his wife, Hillary, a son,
Ethan Hyde, Oct. 28, 1996.
1990/fasha Ball Virostek and her husband,
Stephen, a second daughter, Meghan Christine,
Aug. 22, 1996. She joins sister, Angela
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Arts and.Lectures____ _ _ _ __
Theaters, dance, galleries, music and lectures
Box Office: l54DI 568-7000

Math and..S.cieno~ - - - - - -

lnvest In JMU's future. To make a gift that benefits academics and receive the JMU llivldends
newsletter, please call !BODI 296-6162.

Planned Gifts
Don Moore 1'861
Associate Vice President for
University Advancement

Amy Laser 1'871
Assistant Director
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IN MEMORIAM
1921/Rita McGaha Brown of Charleston, S.C.,
March 28, 1996.
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1929/Anne Berson Flaum of Boca Raton, Fla
1930/Gertrude Roper Drinker of Richmond,
Va, Oct. 27, 1996.

Lisa Horsch 1'91 /'951
Assistant Director/ Class
Giving and Direct Mail
Marife Ramos
Assistant Director/Telefund

1933/Martha Ellison Hesser of Roanoke, Va,
April 8, 1996.
1945/Dorothy Thomasson Estes of Richmond, Va, June 4, 1996.
1946/Hortense Eanes Lawson of Eden, N.C.,
July 24, 199 5.
1952/Francis Quillen McMurray of Windsor, N.Y, November 1996.
1954/Patricia Austin Williams of McGaheysville, Va, Aug. 18, 1996.
1990/Suzanne Pollack of Los Angeles, Calif,
Oct. 27, 1996.
1994/Ann M. Olson of Harrisonburg, Va.,
Oct. 12, 1996.

Information Operator
l54DI 568-6211

Sports Hot Line: l54DI JMU-6397
For scores and highlights !updated regularly!
Home Page: http://www.jmu.edu/ sportsinfo
Find news releases, team rosters, schedules,
results, ticket information, coaches biographies
and e-mail addresses
E-mail: sports-info@jmu.edu
For information and inquiries
Phone: l54DI 568-6154
Sports Media Relations welcomes Inquiries,
comments and suggestions.

Join the A1umniAction
Career Networking Take a hand or lend a
hand as alumni help one another advance
their careers.
Alumni Chapters Alumni chapters offer social
occasions and community and JMU service
opportunities near your hometown.

1992/fimothy K Schools and his wife, Tara, a
son.Joshua Lewis, March 14, 1996.

N

N

Explore the links ta see whether your department also has a
home page. Mare pages are coming anline every day.

Eesfu,e_Uc.casions~ - - - - - - llukes~dep.th______ _

Make a Diffe.ren.o~ - - - - - -

1992/Leslle Garrett Woodward and her husband, William, a son, William Overton Jr., Feb.
28, 1996. He is the grandson of Betty Haney
Woodward ('59) and great-nephew of Barbara
Haney ('61).

Far JMU news and events:
www.jmu.edu/mediarel

Arboretum, Life Science Museum, Mineralogy
Museum, Planetarium and lectures
Dean's Office: l54DI 568-3508

1991/Ilpton Fishburn ill, and his wife, Karen,
a daughter, Callie, Feb. 5, 1996.

1992/Chrlstina Lavarre Auch and her husband,
Jamie, a daughter, Casey Vrrginia, September
1995.

Get the 1nforrnat1on you need

For university-wide information:
WWW Home Page: www.jmu.edu/

1990/fhea Popish Wilson and her husband,
William, a son, Logan Reed, Jan. 22, 1996.

1991 /Colleen O'Meara Sisk and her husband,
Kevin ('92), a son, Adam Roger, Feb. 21, 1996.

s

CONNECTIONS ~

Spring Commencement • May 3, 1997
Class Reunions for '37, '47, '52, '57
• April 4-5, 1997
Summer Commencement • July 25, 1997
Homecoming 1997 • Oct. 17-18
Class Reunions for '72, 77, '87, '92 • Oct. 17-18
Parents Weekend 1997 • Oct. 24-26

1990/Amy Dunnavant Murrell and her husband, Mark, a son, Aaron Mark,July 31, 1995.
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To make a gift that benefits athletics and receive
the lluke Club Newsletter. please call the
Duke Club l54DI JMU-DUKE
Mike Minnis 1'821
Director

Whit Babcock 1'921
Assistant Director

Alumni and Faculty Awards Nominate your
fellow alumni and favorite professors for annual
awards: Distinguished Alumni Achievement
Award, The Distinguished Alumni Service Award,
Distinguished Faculty Award and Distinguished
IFaculty/Staffl Service Award.
JMU Alumni Association/ Board of Directors
You automatically become a member of the
JMU Alumni Association when you graduate
from JMU. The alumni association board of
directors governs the association and invites
nominations annually for new board members.
There's a nomination form on Page 34.
Montpelier is JMU's quarterly university news
and human interest magazine for 70,000
alumni, parents, faculty and staff members,
friends and donors. See Page 40 for class
notes guidelines.

Oflic.e ofA1umni Re1ations
Phone: l54DI 568-6234
Fax: 154DI 568-3494
E-mail: alumnU ink@jmu.edu
WWW Home Page: www.jmu.edu/ alumni/
Geoff Polglase 1'851
Director
Joyce Lee 1'881
Coordinator/ Alumni Chapters

Your affiliation with the James Madison Uniuersity
Alumni Association has its P.Tiuileges.
saue 15% or more on

quote, file a claim, or simply ask a

car insurance by switching to GEICO

question, you'll reach a living, breathing

and, as a James Madison University

insurance professional. And, because

Alumni Association Member, you

we value the relationships we build

You could

could be entitled to even greater
savings. Mention your affiliation when

• s

with our policyholders, we offer

oclallon

renewal toouer gs% of them every year.

you call, and in most states, GEICO
will give you an
In

eHtra 8% discount.

addition to savings,

you'll have the convenience of

com lete 24-hour seruice. Whenever
you call GEICO to get a rate

1-800-368-2734
www.g eico .com

GEICO
The sensible alternative.

So, enjoy the privileges of your
James

Madison

affiliation. Call

University
GEICO at

1-80 -3 8-2734 today for a free rate
quote. And find out just how
much you could be saving.

Discount is 10% in DC and IL; 3% in NY; not available in all states. Discount not available in GEICO Indemnity Company or GEICO Casualty Company. Government Employees Insurance Co.
GEICO General Insurance Co. • GEICO Indemnity Co. • GEICO Casualty Co. These shareholder-owned companies are not affiliated with the U.S. Government.
GEICO Auto Insurance is not available in MA or NJ. GEICO: Washington, DC 20076
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Pr ceeds benefit ttie P. Buckley Moss
Endowed Scholarship for students with
learning disabilities who are studying
in JMU's School of Art and Art History.
To establish this scholarship,
the original watercolor, framed by the
P. Buckley Moss Museum, will be sold
at the JMU Art Auction, April 12-13.
Absentee bidding can be arranged by calling
(540) 568-3193 before April 1, 1997.

W~ Hall~a1-ea.v~at~~:
JMU Bookstore (540) 568-6121 or 568-6960
P. Buckley Moss Museum in Waynesboro, Va. (800) 343-8643
P. Buckley Moss Gallery in St. Petersburg, Fla. (800) 284-6677
or call Moss Portfolio for the name and phone number of a gallery near you (804) 725-7378

J,,,11
James Madison University
University Advancement
800 South Main Street
Harrisonburg, VA 22807
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